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PREFACE

The practicum reported herein consisted of a program

review of the Medicar Program at Klinic rnc., completed in
the summer of 1984.

In conductíng this review as a neophyte evaluator,
enamoured with methodorogy, r readily accepted the emphasis

on technigue and the apparent absence of a theoretical basis
for the assessment of health and social services. The bulk
of the literature ín the fields examined prj.or to, during
and forrowing the practicum exercise supported and stilr
supports this omissj.on. The approaches to assessment and

evaluation are framed according to the method of analysis,
the data source, or the stage of program d,everopment.

underlying assumptions are generarly ignored, or given
cursory attention in favor of developing approximations of
the dominant research paradig¡n: the controrled experiment.

The rrproductrr of the practi.cum, the finar report to the
agency, was produced out of this narror¡r framework. My thinking
however, has evorved sínce r.984. My interpretation of the
literature revj-ewed during the practicum experience and the
Iiterature examined since that tinte reflect what I believe t,o
be a more thorough understanding of what chen and Rossj_ (r9g3)
refer to as the importance of a theory-driven approach to
evaluation. The discrepancy between my past and present pers-
pective is addressed in the final section of the report,
reflecting a commitment to the need. for a theoret,ical approach
which can be pragrrnatically appried in evaluation settings.
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IMIRODUCTION TO TTTE REPORT

Program revj-ew is conceptualízed in this report as a

method of social work practice which combines an under-
standing of the scientific ¡nethod and the social work

process. This unusual marriage was cornplicated by

the serection of a medical setting as the target for the
study, a site which usuarly falls outside of the purview of
evaluative social scíence research. Approaching the d.esign

thus entailed a literature review which extended beyond the
Program Evaluation fieId, in addition to íncluding an

examinatíon of that area. The guality Assurance approach to
health care assessment was explored and found to add a
unique perspective to the enterprÍse.

The report itself is divided into two parts. The first
parÈ addresses the history of euality Assurance and program

Evaluation and provides a tour through some of the vast
amounts of literature in each field. The objective of part
r is to present quality assurance and program evaluation as

discrete but compatÍble approaches to the evaruation of
health care services. To illustrate this philosophy, the
finar section in part r outlines a comprehensive mod.er of
assessment employing both approaches.

Part rr of this report is composed of a d,escription of
the practj.cum experience which consísted of a program Review

of the Medical Program at Krinic, rnc. The evaluabilíty
assessment, process is described as is the review itself,
blending the two approaches described in part I.
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A self-evaluation is presented in Part III and ends

with a response to the comments made in the Preface.

The final report to the Medical Program is appended.
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PÀRT I
A REVIEI{ OF TITE LITERATT'RE

QUALITY ASSURå,NCE AND PROGR.AM EVALUATION: BRIEF HISTORIcAL
REVIE!{

QuaÌity assurance and program evaluation are two

central nethods for the systematj.c evaluation of health care
services, providing varied, though at tirnes fragmented

perspectives on health care assessment. Nutter and liteiden

(1985) note that quality assurance and program evaruation
operate out of two distínct traditions which rarely overlap
in the literature. euality assurance measures have been

traced to the licensing and examining boards of Baghdad,

established in 93r A.D. (McGaghie, tg8o) and initialry
focussed on competence in the medícal profession. ,More

recentrr quarity assurance efforts incrude the review of
hospital care conducted by Florence Nightengale in the
rnid-nineteenth century, the 1914 d,everopment of the medical
audit by E.A. codman, and the r9r9 review of guality of care
in 700 A¡nerican hospitals described by Baker (1993). The

outcome of the 1919 study was the estabrishment of minimum

standards for hospitals. These standards were later ad.opted

and expanded by the united states Joint commission for the
Accreditatíon of Hospit,ars (JCAH) which no$r assumes

considerable responsibility for hospital-based quality
assurance programs in that country.

These reviews vrere prompted by concerns about the
quality of medical care expressed by an increasingly vocal
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consumer group and economic constraints which rnarked the

beginning of a cost-efficiency approach to service
provísion.

In the ¡nid-I960ts, utilization reviews T¡rere required of
healÈh care providers receiving rnedicare and medicaid

benefits. The establishnent of the Professional Standards

Review Organization (PSRO) in L972 formalized the guality
assurance review process and addressed some of the
reguirements for fiscal and program accountabitity.

In conjunctíon with these more recent political
processes, discussions of quality assurance techniques
proliferated in the literature. These techniques have been

refined in medi,cal settings in the U.S., framed at a

fundarnental leve1 in terms of the conceptual and operational
definit,ion of guality and at a methodological level in terms

of the aspect of health care beíng assessed.

The Canadian gualÍty assurance scene has been

considerably less organized. until 1993, quality assurance

in Canada was prirnarily a responsibility of Índividual
professional organizations. Although subject to different
pressures than their u.s. counterpart, the canadian council
on Hospit,al Accreditation changed the context for evaluating
health institutions in 1983 by rnandating quality assurance

programs (McI,ean and I{inchell I L9B4i Turner and Mapa, l9g4).
As McLean and I{inchell (1984) note, guality assurance ilhas

officíaIly rarrivedr in CanadÍan health careil (p. 20). The

important aspect of its arrival is the requi-rement that the
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results of quality assurance studies be cornnunicated within
the system rather than remain the property of any one

discípIíne.
The history of program evaruation is shorter than that

of guality assurance and was recently described as ra new

and exclting applied sociar science, (posovac and carey,
1980r p. 3). !ÍhÍle program evaluation has reached its peak

in this century, it Ís not as nevr as these authors suggest.
suchman (ir967) notes that rud.imentary evaruations !,rere

carried out in conjunction wíth the development of public
services. !{ith Èhe advent of social and behavÍoral science
technorogyt and the increasing confidence in the scientific
rnethod, evaruative research gained momentum. By the rate
1800rs, pioneers in the field of public health were

conducting health surveys to evaluate the Ímpact of
communÍty health programs. rn rg74 the newly formed

American Public Health Association formally cornmitted their
organization to the routine corlection of information for
evaluative purposes, firnly estabrishing the survey as an

evaluati.on tool.
Rossi and Freeman (1992), comrnenting on the

developments in the fierd of program evaluation since the
turn of the century, note that program evaLuation is rinked
rrto efforts...to provide Literacy and occupatíonal training
by the most effective and efficient meansil (p. 21). In
addition to education-based research, health surveys
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continued as the predoninant form of pre-lilorld War II
evaluation (Freeman, L977') .

At the end of World $lar II, Iarge scale social programs

vrere developed in the United States. With the increase in
spending, the i,rnportance of the assessment of the
effectiveness and effíciency of these programs $ras apparent.

The Arnerj.can governmentrs policy of retrenchment fÍrrnly
established the need for ongoing evaluation. Program

evaluation has been an important part of U.S. federal
emplolnnent and tralning since the Manpovrer Development and

Training Act of 1962 (wholey, 1986). In L964, routÍne
assessments srere also instituted as a component of anti-
poverty programs as well as research and development

programs inrplemented during this period. The Elementary and

Secondary Act of the mid 1960ts also led to numerous

evaluaÈions. Rossi and Freeman (1982) state that
rrby the late 1960ts in the United States andinternationally - evaluation research, in the wordsof !{a11 Street, had become a growth indusÈrytt (p. 22) .

Lj.ke quality assurance, program evaluation received a

rnajor impetus from regisrative initíatives. rn the united
States, the Community Mental Health Centres (CMIIC)

Amendments of 1975 mandated expenditures for program

evaluation at both the federal and local levels. The c¡ffic

contribut,ion to evaluation research is considerable. A

review of information contained in the Databank of program

Evaluations from L969-L979 revealed that approximately 3rOOO
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outcome studÍes ürere conducted by CIIl"lC I s (Aaronson and,

ltilner, 1983 ) .

Principles of evaluative research have since been

applied Ín a variety of settings to assess program

effectiveness (Tripodi, 1983), monitor programs (Rossi and
'Freeman, L982) and deternine their efficiency (Thompson,

1980).
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QUALITY ASSURÀNCE: STATE OF THE ART

Defining Quality and Quality Assurance

In her introductory comments to the special issue on

Quality Assurance Ín Evaluation and the Health Professions,
Barker Bausell (1983) notes that the amount of work done in
Èhe field of quality assurance ís overwhelming. These

comments are echoed by coulton (1982) and Demro (1983), both
of whom offer conprehensive frameworks for understand,ing
quality assurance. To move into an examination of the
rerevant IÍterature, one must begin with a clear operational
definition of guality and quality assurance. since the
literature on thÍs topic focuses almost sorely on the hearth
care field, this effort wirr be dÍrected at defining quality
of medical care. Donabedian (1966), one of the foremost
authorities in his field, attempts to do just that. rn hj.s

classic article he states:
rrThe definition of quality rnay be almost anything
anyone wishes it to be, although it is, ord,-inariÍy,a reflection of values and goals current in the
medical care system and in tne larger society ofwhich it j.s a Þart" (p. t6Z).

rn an article written in 1991, this author speaks of guality
as an entity which can be expressed in terms of inplicit, and.

explicit criteria. These critería can reduce or expand
ttqualityrr but are not full representations of this
characterj.stic. rn 1993 Donabedian presents a formulat,ion
defining quality as rfan approved or preferred, rerationship
between means and endsrt (p. 364). while no ress nebulous

than the preceding ttdefinitions,, he presents the notion of
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individualized and socíar definitions of guality whích
relate to the value of means and ends for the índividual and

society at large. euality of care, for the individuar, is a

matter of personal choice and is affected only by real
variables like inability to pay or gain access to services.
social definitions of quality assign value to the means and

the ends and endeavor to provide equity in the process.
social quality is the responsibility of society and the
health professj.ons. euarity thus incorporates serected
means and ends as well as minímum standards enbodied in
various approaches to quarity. euality of care, using this
formulation is rnultidirnensional.

Quarity assurance is an acti.vity d.evoted. to ensuring
acceptable means and ends are achieved in accord,ance with
standards establ-ished by various organizations and, bodies.
These standards serr¡e to regulate health care and hearth
care professionals (Gaumer, rg84). QualÍty assurance can be

distinguished from quality assessment in that quality
assurance, when necessary, includes actíon to i.mprove health
care services. guality assessment sinrply measures quarity
of care at one point Ín time (Baker, r9g3). unfortunately
the two terms are used interchangeably in the riterature
even though quality assessrnent is the behavioral norm

(Donaldson and Keith, r9g3). Knapp and. Mirrer (1983)

suggest that even when intervention occurs in the hearth
care setting, it is usually directed. at the patient,. Due t,o
its predorninance, the term guality assurance will be used in
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this report to refer to both the assessment and assurance of
quality.

Foci of Qualíty Assurance

Donabedian (1966) provides what is today the most

widely used approach to qualiÈy assurance. Not to be

confused with definitions of quality (Donabedian, t9g3),
three major foci for the evaluation of quality of care are
structure, process and outcome variables.

Structure Variables

Structure refers to the physical aspects of health
care, regulations affecting service provÍsion,
characteristics and training of staff, organizational and

adninistrative variabres like record systems, and. support
from external community bodÍes (Baker, 1993). These

st,ructurar variables are the relatively stabLe components

that facilitate or hinder the provision of service (Demlo,

1983). The American HospitaL AssocÍation (1993) guidelines
nenÈion the following structural goals of quality assurance
programs: rfcomprying with the reguirements of the Joint
cornmission on Ä,ccredj.tation of Hospitals (JCAH) and, other
accredj,ting and regulatory agenciesr; rinstituting a rísk
management progtramtr i and rrenhancing rhe skills and knowtedge

of all health care practiÈj.oners and adninistratorsr (p. 2).
lhe Canadian Council on Hospital Accreditation (1993)

mandated the implementation of quality assurance programs in
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hospitals, whích arone can be viewed as a structural means

for achíeving quality of care.

Two aspects of structure wiII be highlighted in this
report: regurations affecting service provísion and the
training of uredical personnel. The inportance of
regurations, both as posítive and negative inputs, cannot, be

stressed enough. Gaumer (1984) critically discusses the
impact of regulation on the health profession, stating that
licensure, credentj.aling, and practice acts restrict
occupatíonal choice, 1ímit career rnobility and health
derivery productivity, and reduce the range of services
available to the consumer. some of these same regulations
are presented in a more positive right by Affeldt et. ar.
(1983). rn discussing the ,fcAH accreditati.on standard.s,
these authors commend the rreffective probrem-solving process
that systematically identifies important problemsr (p. z4a)

in the provision of care. Regulations, however, can be

viewed as prerequisites to quarity and estabrish minimum

sÈandards which fit the problern-sorving mord noted, above.

This is to be contrasted with the pranning model described
by Marshik-Gustafson, Kopher and Terze (l9Bl) which
charrenges organizations to view quality as a deveLoprnental

process, ensuring the estabrishment of goals aimed. at
high-quality care.

Also incruded under the st,ructure of care theme is the
Èrainj.ng and competence of physicians. There are two points
in physician careers toward which attention is directed.:
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during formal education and, to a much lesser extent, once

the physician is in practice. The literature focusing on

the educational process is considerabre. These articres
emphasize measurement technigues rather than theoretical
approaches (Pophan 1978a, 1978b; StíIlman et. aI. I97g) and

argue about the best means to assess health professionalsl
competence. Central to this debate ís the distinction
between norn-referenced and criterion-referenced testing.

Norm-referenced testing compares one physician to
another and includes questions designed to rtweed outr¡

individuars who obtain lower grades than others (McGaghie,

1980). These tests have been criticized on the grounds that
they night not be valid; and, when applied to a homogeneous

group they may measure only situational variables like
fatigue on the day of testing.

Criterion-oriented tests attempt to deal with the
problems described above by crearly describing the ski1l
being measured. The description of the skirr becomes the
indicator against which the traíneers performance is
referenced. Pophanr (19zgb) recommends that the ind,icators
should represent trter¡ninal skills, (p. ros) which represent
the mastery of a series of skills.

Regardless of the eraborate nature of the evaluation
t,ool, however, this debate can be crÍticized on two leveLs.
First, the authors do not explain how a behavior comes to be

defined as central to professj.onal practice. These

decisions are vital and regulate cont,rol of health care
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services by dominant groups. These authors also operate out

of a traditional psychological paradigrm which asserts Èhat

the indivídual haE sole responsibility for his/her behavior

and that hÍs behavior, measured at one point in ti¡ne, wÍII
represent competence.

Peer review does not atternpt to address these

shortcomings although it does so i.ndÍrectly, examining

physician performance during theÍr practj.ce careers and

using criteria rather than norms to set standards. Here the
debate centres around the use of explícit versus irnplÍcit
criteria for making judgements as to levels of care
(Donabedj.an, 198L). The crux of the matter here is whether

specification leads to obscurantism or whether

individualizíng the review of performance reads to invarid
judgernents.

Due to the dual role of practitioners as part of the
hearth care structure and as agents of service d.erivery,
peer reviev¡ crosses the arbitrary line between structure and

process. It deals with structure when it attenpts to
discern individuar ability to perform. A case exampre is
the Medical Association peer review body. peer review
addresses process when it examines performance leading to
globaI recornmendations about serr¡ice adequacy.

Process Variables
Process variables include Èhe physícian-patient

relatj.onship, the actual services rendered and the
procedtr.res and activities related to service delivery
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(Den1o, 1983; Coulton, 1982). Along with structural
variables, rrprocessrr is one of the means referred to by

Ðonabedian (1983) which is discussed in the previous
section. coulton (1982) defines the parameters of process

variables by asking the following question: ,Are services
being delivered in accordance with accepted. beriefs abouÈ

what constitutes good practice?rr (p. 399). This question
direct,s our attention to the process standards of medical
care, which constitute the foundation of the guality
assurance fÍeld.

standards of professional practice were noted in the
discussions of norm versus criterion referenced tests and

inplicit versus expricit standards. rn a workshop given by

Barbara Berl<¡nan (1996), standards were defined as

operational criteria, derived from knowledge, skill and

values, which are varid and reliable represent,ations of
acceptable levels of care.

Medicar audits, utilization reviews, client satisfac-
tion surveys and direct observation are alr forms of process

focussed qualÍty assurance efforts. Medicar audit,s are
generally retrospective assessments of the quality of care
provided to a patient group (Dernlo, t9B3 ¡ Coulton , IggZ) .

Repchull (1981) discusses the implementation of audit
processes for operating room nurses in several canadian

hospitals. Regardless of the location, ar1 addressed the
nursing process and included a comparison of actions against
standards. The moders availabre for perforrning aud.i.ts are
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numerous. rncluded among thern are the conprehensive euarity
Assurance system (Rubin and Kelloggt L977), the tracer
method (Kessner et. al., lg73) , and, crÍteria mapping (Dem1o,

1983). criteria napping is the most comprex of the three
approaches. This approach maps sequential decision-making
in terms of patient flndings over time, accord.ing to a set,

of care objectives. Demro (1993) notes that this process
nethod allows for clinical judgernent and patÍent complexity.

Utilization reviews examine the use of health services,
looking for such things as unnecessarily or inappropriat,ely
high utilization. whÍle ostensÍbly linked to concerns for
the health of patients, utirization reviews tend to focus on

the cost of care. The concurrent review Ís the most
prevalent form of utilization review, examining the
paÈientrs stay from hisr/her point of entry into the system.

client satisfaction surveys are d.i.scussed in sorne

detait in the section of this report entitled. rrAssessing

Progran Utility.tt Although this section identífies consumer
satisfaction as a measure of successful program outcome, it
can also be used to gain feedback on the service delivery
process. rn fact, given the tenuous relationship between
the hearth process and health outcomes (Donabedian, t9g3) it
is necessary to separate these elements from one another in
satisfaction ratings. As Baker (I9g3) notes,

rrmuch can be rearned from d.issatisfied patients
about what_ improvements are needed in hèarth care,particularly i+ light of the difficurty encounieredin getting þatients to say anything n"gaiivãñ---(p" 27O).
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rt Ís interesting to note the attitude of Rodare (1993), the
head of a consumer group fÍghting for better information
about the quality of care. He appears to identify the
success or failure of institutions in terms of specific
outcome rather than process measures. outcomes, such as

rnortality rates, may be easier to measure but unless they
are significantly different between inst,itutions, they yield
only a portion of infornation on quarity as a whoIe. Even

if sÍgnificant differences are found, unless the quality of
fhe proeess is examíned elosely, it is Írnpossible to explain
these dÍfferences. The medical menur âs Rod.ale describes
it, should include a list of ingredients. One of the
rringredientsrr suggested by Lohr (1993) is caring. she notes
that rrthere are probabry more deficiencies in these
interpersonal elements of care than we would like to think[
(p. 5). Consumer satisfaction ratings present an

opportuniÈy to rrmeasurerf these factors. An exampre of a

questionnaire which incorporates both the rrhardn and rsoftrt

elements of care is the Rand HearÈh rnsurance Experiment
Patient satisfaction T{ith care sunrey, used to evaluate
prepaid health plans in the U.S.

Direct observation of process is seld.om used in the
hearth care industry (couIton, rggz). rf, as LaDuca (tg8o)
suggests, attention rnust be directed at the social context
of human experience, it follows that direct observation
would enable the evaluator to frame hj-s judgernents of health
practit,ionersr behavior. The art would be in d,evising
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unobtrusive means of observing heaLth professionals in
practice. Baker (1983) contends, however, that even if
observation is obtrusive and posítively affects performance,

it provides a useful measure of performance capacity.
Baker notes that direct obserr,¡ation is more likely to be

used in training situations.
Additional problems with direct observation are the

cost and time required for the studies.

Outcome Measures

Outcome measures have been widely enployed in the
health fíe1d and represent a shífÈ in focus from the
practítioner to the alleged product of his/her medical

intervention. Lang and crinton (1993) Ídentify six outcome

categories: rfPhysicar health status, mental hearth status,
social and physical functíoning, health attitudes/knowredge/
behavior, utilization of professional hearth resources and

patient perception of quality of nursing carer (p. 22O).

Each of these categories contaÍns numerous variables which

address some aspect of outcome. Usíng physical health
status as an illustration, the variables under study include
blood grucose, brood pressure, fruid balance, nut,ritional
status, vision and hearing, number of itlness episodes,

number and severity of preventable cornplications and healing
rate. Each of these variabres address only one aspect of
health.

DevelopÍng a comprehensíve outcome measure for any of
these six outcome categories is a complex task. Based. on
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the lilorld Health organization I s conceptual def inition of
hearth, !{olínsky and zusman (r9go) have attenpted to deverop

a comprehensÍve health status measure by combinÍng measures

of physical, psychological and social well-being. Their
study warrants attention, both Ín terms of the ¡nethodorogy

they employ and their resuLts. These authors began by

constructíng three separate scales3 a physical health
scale, a social hearth scale and a psychological health
scale. These scales virere submitted to statistical analysis
and a single summary measure was developed for each scale.
The measures were standardized and compiled to form d.iscret,e
health states ranging from rrnormally well, to rseriously
illrr (p. 616). The health status measure r¡ras then employed

Èo predict different types of hearth servÍce utilization.
rn evaluating their comprehensive hearth st,atus model,

!Íorinsky and zusman found that the d.iscrete comprehensive
measures r^rere more useful than the sÍngle sunmary measures

of health ín predÍcting utilizatíon of services. This does

not necessariLy reftect the inadeguacy of the sunmary

measures, but does raise questions as to their predictive
validity.

Despíte these probrems, the results obt,ained. during the
study are encouraging. The rigor and methodological
expertise apparent in the reporÈ, however, reregate the
apprication of comprehensive outcome measures to future,
rather than present, quality assurance effort,s. For nor¡r,

single indicators of hearth care outcome must be portrayed
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as just that, and not as indicators of rrhealth,t per sê. In
addition, more effort nust be directed at developing

indicators Ín long term facilities (Zirnmer, 1983), both of
an outcome and process nature.

ji More fundamental problems exist with regard, t,o outcome
;T-

*"alrrr"=. The f írst of these is whether outcome ís, in
fact, a valid measure of quality at all (Donabedian, 1966).

This relates both to the inadequacies of medical science and

the tenuous links between input, process and outcome, as was

alluded to earlier. Donabedian (1966) also raises another
important point:

rrsometimes an outcome is irrelevant, as whensurvival is chosen as a criterion of success in
a situation which is not fatal but Ís tikely to
produce suboptinal health or crippling.tt (Þ. 169)

Some excellent indicators of outcome have been

developed, despite these problems. The Hearth Accounting

strategy developed by !{illlamson (1978) is one of the more

positive efforts (Demlo, t9g3). This process utilizes the
interdisciprinary team to estabrish priorities for quarity
assurance. Following the priorization process, possible
hearth care outcomes for the serected topic are identÍfied,
additionar studies are planned to identify contributory
factors, formal efforts are implemented, and the original
assessment is repeated to see if the intervent,íon was

successfuL. The merits of thís approach are its
int,erdisciplinary nature and its proactive stance.
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On the Scope and Límitations of the Field
As the preceding sections indicate, quality assurance

is a field of considerable scope and breadth, exanining the
structure, process and outcome of medical care. Each of
these three areas encompasses a range of models and

approaches, a varj.ety of data sources, and eruploy numerous

data analysis techniques. Figure 1 graphically presents

Èhe process diruension of quality assurance to ilrustrat,e
this point. As Figure I irnplies, the field is truly
nultidimensional .

INSERT FIGT'RE 1
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FIGURE 1

A Sample of the Dinensions of euatity Assurance
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(411 lists are íncomplete, for irlustrative purposes only).
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Despite the seemingly elaborate nature of the
methodology, however, it does have several rirnitations, some

of which were presented in relation to outcome measures.

These included problerns with validity and the causal
linkages which form the basic tenets of gualíty assurance.

rn addition, ttqualityrr itself is Írr-defined. LaDuca (r9Bo)

cogentry comments on thís issue as it pertains to the
competency-based approach to quality assurance. He notes
that quality is assurned to be a characteristic that rests ín
a partÍcurar individuar or place. LaDuca argues that
guality should be conceptualized using a rerational model

which views quality as context-bound, emerging out of the
ínteraction bet!'reen provider, patient and, situation. rn
light of these conments, it wourd appear that substantive
progress in the area of quality assurance would be made from
an examination of this interaction, rather than expansion of
the methodology.

rn the L966 articre by Donabedj-an, he states ra review
of the studies of quality shows a certain discouraging
repetÍtiveness in basic concepts, approaches and methodsrl

(p. 193). vühile the approaches and methods have been

expanded and diversified since this articre was written, the
basic belief systen remains intact.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION: AN OVERVTETÍ

A Definition
Program evaluation research is viewed by its partisans

as an effecti.ve means to collect and summarize information
for the purpose(s) of policy development and imprementation,
program pranning and serr¡ice delivery. The results of the
quantitative assessments that usualry characterize program

evaluations are used to develop judgements (Rossi and.

Freeman, L982) to aid policy makers and managers in these
t,asks. Given the varied nature of the ends to which program

evaluations wirr be applied and the diverse settings which
are subject to this approach, it follows that ,progiram

evaluationrr will have several meanings.

Evaluation research has been defined by Rossi and.

Freeman (1982) as:

"activity.devoted to collecting, analyzing andinterpreting information on thã'need ior, -imple-
mentation of , and irnpact of interr¡ention'eff-ortsto better the rot of lumankind by irnprovíng socialconditions and community 1ifer (Þ. IË).

Rutman (L977) augments this definition, presenting
evaluation research as a process linking ínputs to out,comes

using reliable and valid scientific method,ology. lfeiss
(1973) and Hasenfeld (1983) outline another dinension of
evaluation research, conceptualízing evaluation as an

operation which takes place within a poriticar and economÍc

context. correctively these authors have identified four
important elements of evaluation: (1) it is purposeful ì (2)

it has a value base; (3) it is a process involving the
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application of scientific procedures; and, (4) it occurs

within a context. Nutter and Weiden (tgBS), whose

unpublished manuscript addresses the differences and

similarities between program evaluation and guality
assurance note that rrprogran evaluatÍon is more research,
investigation, and exploration orientedr (p. 7). program

evaruation atternpts to identify more or ress effective
and/or efficient means of producing change.

Focí of Evaluations

The nature of an evaluaÈion is determined., in part, by

its focus. Rather than discríninate between programs in
terms of theír servÍce area, prograrn evaluations are
designed according to the stage of practice or program

development (Rossi and Freeman I9g2; Tripodi, I9B3).
Niersen and Turnerrs (1983) discussion of the evolutionary
process as Ít applied to program evaluation carries the
not,ion of evaluation types to ÍÈs rogical extreme and, as

such, warrants attention. These authors ad,opt the
evolutionary process from an anthropologicar perspective as

their metaphor. This process inpries that as programs and

theÍr contexts evolver so should the evaruation design.
Niersen and Turner (1983) apply this idea to the field. of
education, describing a unique blend of nethod,s. They

recount an evaluation of a reading laboratory program in a

u.s. school district whj.ch was carried, out annuarly for
three years. At the point of imprementing the program and

after its initial nodifications, a naturaristic approach was
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adopted to fit the reading laboratoryfs developmental stages

and the needs of decision-makers. In the third year of
program development, a more traditional paradigm was

employed, utilizing questionnaires and structured interviews
to monitor the existing program. Cornbining naturalistíc and

t,radítional approaches over the course of one study sets

these authors apart. They also exhibit a utilization-based
philosophy which has been developed by Patton (J979) and

will be discussed in a later section.
!{hile the evolutionary approach is not wídely adhered.

Èo; as hras noted above, the notion of deveroping evaluations
to rrfitrr certain classes of programs is not unigue. perhaps

the most useful conceptualization of evaluation strat,egies
is presented by Rossi and Freeman (LggZ) in their
comprehensive text. They identify three classes of
evaluation research:

rranalysÍs related to the conceptualizat,ion and
design of interr¡entions, monitóring of program
implemgntatÍon and assessment of piograrn utititytt(p. 33).

Before discussing these classes, it is necessary to d.efine

four criteria which are applíed to evaruative research in
general: efforts, effectivêness, unanticipated consequences

and efficiency. rrEffortstr refers to the activity required
for achieving program objectives (Tripodi, r9B3). Efforts
include, buÈ are not synonymous with, Ínputs which address

the question: Are servj.ces being delivered in an acceptable
manner according to established standards? (coulton I rgg2).
rrEffectivenessrt pertains to the extent to which a program is
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successful in achieving its goals. Effectiveness is a

traditÍonal focus of program evaluation (!{eiss, L97Z).

Subsumed under this criteria is output: Are services
delivered in sufficient guantity?; and outcome: Are they

having their intended effect? Not necessarily included are

questions related to process, which may be addressed. if
effectiveness críteria are not met or during program

monitoring. rrUnanticipated consequencesrr are unplanned.

outcomes resulting from program ef forts. rrBf f iciencyrl
examines specifícally how the products of programs compare

to their costs and generally how well programs operaÈe

(throughout) .

ConceptualÍzation and Desicrn

The first class of evaluation research examines the
conceptualization and design of interventions, articulatíng
an irnpact ¡nodel which describes the relationship between

program efforts and intended outcome (Rossi and Freeman,

1982). Evaluative efforts at the early stage of program

development are devoted to describing the causal,
interr¡entíon and action hypotheses, the target popuration
and the delivery system design. The causal hypothesís
operationally defines the cause(s) of the problem. The

interr¡ention hlpothesis links the intervention to the causal
hypothesis. The action hypothesis links the intervent,ion to
behavioral outcome (s) .

rn some respects, this class of evaluaÈive research
resembres the evaruability assessment process described by
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Rutman (1977, L984r. The evaluability assessment is
depicted as a formatÍve precursor to a summative outcome

evaluation. According to Rutman (1984),
rran evaluability assessment establishes the

extent to which a program is sufficiently well
defined to consider evaluating i¡tt (p. 28).

His evaluable program model, which establishes the
feasibility of conductíng an evaluation, contaíns the steps

íncluded by Rossi and Freeman (1982) in their first class of
evaluation research activity. It follows, then, that
evaluation activitÍes Ín the early stage of program

development can facilitate efforts to examine the same

program when it has been in operation for sorne time. As

Cohen (1982) states:
rrmost evaluat?r?, while giving_I
carefully definÍng programs and
build their evaluation upon exís
Iizations and informatioñ presen
program managersrr (p. 8).

ip
obri
te

serr¡ice to
j ectives,
nçt conceptua-
d to them by

Objective evaluator input in the early stage of program

developnent can address this crÍticÍsm a priori.

Program Monitorinq

Program nonitoring is the second class of research

discussed by Rossi and Freeman (1982). rnclud.ed und.er this
heading are studies focusing on program coverage (Rossí,

J-978), bias or differential participation in programs

(Dufton, J-9781 , process studies (Thorner, 1979) , and

examinations of delivery system elernents like accessibility
(Lebow, 1983). As with the other rrclassesrr of evaluation
research, program monitoring can be adapted to the nature of
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the particular program (Rossi and Freeman, p. g6). An

írnportant focus of program monitoring as a means of
examining estabrished programs is accountability which can

include coverage accountability, serr¡ice delivery
accountability, físca1 accountability and legal
accountability (Rossi and Freeman, 1982).

Program monitoríng is a function of the program audit
whích i.s well described by posovac and Carey (19g0). A

program audit entairs the collection of information v¡hich
produces a descríption of the popuration served and the
services rendered, touching on access, process and, output as

defined by coulton (1982). Like an evaluability assessment,

an audit is a necessary precursor to a study of outcome. An

auctit' can be used to describe tþe folrowing: (1) the type
of ser¡¡ices offeredì (2) the extensÍveness of the programi

(3) the numbers servedì (4) the clients; and,, (5) the
providers of serr¡ices (posovac and Carey, IggO).

Most useful Ín program monítoring activÍties are
Management rnfornation systems (Mrs) which facilitate the
storage and retrieval of data corlected over tirne. vthile a

discussÍon of Mrs goes beyond the scope of this paper, it is
essential to note Èhe central role of available ínformation
in the audit,ing process. using the hearth care system as a

example, the problen-oriented nedical record (poMR) affords
the researcher an opportunity to examine demographic patient
information; effort, in terms of rtthe planrr; the range of
services provided; and the service providers themselves
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(lvoody and Marrison, L973i Kanet t974). The impact of poor

recording has been well docunented in the literature
(Posovac and carey (1980). Despite the fact that records
and agency files appear conducive to evaluative stud.ies they
nay be ínaccurate, out of date, i.nappropríate for evaluation
and bj.ased (weiss , L972) . one of the recommend,aÈÍons that
comes out of the auditing process may rerate to the need. for
an improved recording system!

Assess P am J- r-

The assessment of program ut ility encompasses two types
of sunmative or outcome moders: the evaluation of program

effectiveness and the assessment of efficiency. By far the
most predominant ín the literature, and encompassing a range
of techniques, summati.ve moders seek to d.etermine if
services are having the desired effects on crients.

Prior to discussing these models in detail, it is
necessary to identify some general problems in measuring the
effects of programs: (1) rteffects, are influenced by

circumstances outside the realm of the programi (2) causal
modelsr âs described earlier, are poorly developed; and, (3)

treatment modalities are often noÈ specified. Aaronson and

vÍj-lner (1983) frame the first problern as two guestions:
rrDid the treatment under study affect the change or hras it,
something else?rr and rrcould apparent differences result from
chance alone?tt (p. 3lL). These probrens of internal
varidity are rarely addressed in outcome studies, even

though they advocate the rigor of the scientÍfic nethod..
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Thorner (1979) discusses the issue of meas

in reration to health and medical programs. He asserts
these programs are based on the assumptÍon that ilthe revel
of health is rerated to the level of effort expended in
providing health servicesrr (p. 39). Thorner recommends

three alternative ap_pq.oaches: (l) study only process
ele¡nents; (2) study inteq¡qediate- qlther than end. goalsi and,

(3) substiÈut9 a negative meêsure like mortality for h9q1t-h,

As lfeiss (1972) points out, evaluators nust meet the needs

of many groups of individuals internal and external t,o the
organization. They nay not be able to select these options.
They must, however, at least address the problems of
iq,!_9_5a"a1. .end _measurement validity as method,ologis-+q and

i$gntify the limitations of their studies in their final
ç-g,ports. The critical issue ín assessing utirity, defined
in terms of outcome is whether the program produces more of

^11 effect than rrno programr or an arternative program (Rossi
and Freeman, l9B2). This statement of reratj.ve effect must
replace absolute cause-effect cLainrs.

The difficulty estabrishing causar rinks can be

attributed, in part, to inadeguate social science knowredge.
while behaviorists rnight scoff at the necessity of
deternining the root of the problem, a clearry articurat,ed
program should connect, the intervention to its cause. To

add to this dilemma, the inte¡¡¡ention itself is often not
specified beyond generar terms such as rcounselringr or
rrcomplete physical examination.rr rn a review by Aaronson
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and Wilner (1983), for example, some of Èhe narrat,ive
descriptions of treatment vrere rrgeneral psychiatric
outpatient carer rt rrgeneral inpatient Èreatmentr rf and
[comprehensive communíty psychiatric servicesrf (p. 310) .

chen and Rossi (1983) have succinctly summarized these
shortcomings:

frThe domination of the. experj.mental paradigrrnin the program evaluation- Iíterature-has uñfor-tunately drawn attention av¡ay from a more
irnportant task in gainÍng unãerstanding of socialprograms, namely, developing theoreticál ¡nodelsof social inten¡ena.orr",,_ (p. 294r.

They comment on the poor conceptual foundations of programs

and note the rrpreposterous sets of I causal r nechanismsrl
(p. 284') accepted as valid statements.

Effectiveness-based models of evaluation employ the
scientific method to measure variables selected as

indicators of achievement or non-achievement of outcome
goals (weiss, Lg72). Multipre measures are preferred. over
singre measures, as are approximations of the experimental
design. This model can best be described as rrevaluative

researchrr rather than program evaluation. Evaluations of
effectiveness are often presented as the only type of
evaluation (Babbie, r9g3; Grinnell, rg8t) with formative
evaluation receiving littre, if êDy, attention. outcome

measures are defined as the dep.endent variables in these
studies. fndependent varíables include the. organizations
purpose, methods, staffing and characteristics of the client
(Ra1mond, 1981). rntervening variables are the program

functj.ons, which include client,sr freguency of attendance,
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and bridging variabÌes, which are the subobjectives of the
program. These subobjectives are rrstepstt to the achievement

of pro-g-ram objec-tives. Raymond (198f ), lteiss (L972) ,

Posavac and Carey (1980), to mention a few, all describe

research designs appropriate for outcome assessments. Table

I summarizes these approaches.
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TABLE 1

Desígn Options for Assessing
Program Effectiveness

Pre-Experimental Desiqns

Before-and After Study
of one program

- After-only studies of
program participants

- After-only study ofparticipants and non-
random controls

Ouasi-ExÞer imental Desiqns

Time Series

- Multiple time-series
- Nonequivalent control-

group or comparíson group
study

The Patched Up Design*

Experimental Des ]-cfns

Classic
Experimental

Posttest-only
control group

- Two-by-two
factorial

- Solomon four group
random assignment
t,o groups

- Time Series with random
assignment to groups

Crossover

*Tg{T used by cook and campbell (1976). usualry enÈailsaddition of comparison gróups to control for cêrtainthreats to internar variditÍ, often developed rin process.rl



Weiss (972) notes that quasi-experimental designs are
gaining popularity and have been accepted as practical
alternatives to experimental designs. These designs ncan

produce resurts that are sufficiently convincing for many

practical purposesrr (p. 73) .

Such¡nan G967) presents a mode of ttmultiplicity of
causes and rinterdependence of eventsril (p. 94) which has

imprications for the formulation and design of evaluative
research. The conditions portrayed in Figure 2 point to the
need for careful- design of.summative evaluations and. the
requirement that explanations of effects be d.escribed. as

conditional probabilities only.

FTGURE 2

Preconditions Independent Intervening Depend,ent ConseguencesVariable Events - Vaiiabte

34
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Program A Effect

As a closing note to the discussion of effect,iveness
measures and an introduction to program efficiency, mention
must be made of the diffículties in defining outcomes per

se. The problems of measurement, referred to as

ínstrumentation, are an area of concern to evaluators
(Aaronson and lililner, L9g3). The fortunate evaluator may

fínd standardized test,s availabre to measure the attríbut,e
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under study. Patton (1984) asserts, however, that even

standardized measures must be accepted in the environment

under study if the findings are to be trusted and utilized.
Often outcome measures are developed on a trial and error
basis and are applied irregularly. Little collaboration
between researchers is evident. In one study, a diverse
group of outcome criteria $ras used by several authors to
describe a homogeneous target population in terms of its
success in achÍevÍng similar goals (Aaronson and. Wi1ner,

1983).

Health status is as susceptible to the rnisuse of
indicators as Ís emotional we1l-being. of promise is a

nodel developed by Starfield (L979) whích describes the
health status of the population using rnultiple indicators
for the purpose of deveroping a hearth profile similar to
the MÍnnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory.

Another íssue which pertains to outcome measures is the
ov¡nership of these criteria by professíonal groups. For

instance, if trhealthrt is defined only in terms of a physical
state, assessed by a medical peer review team, emotional and

social health can be de-valued. The medical profession also
retains control over standards of care r¡rhich may come to be

assessed only as they pertain to their definition of hearth.
this Ís especially problernatic when tests are unstandardized
and norms are not available. Consumer satisfaction
measures, which are becoming an important part, of evaruat,ion
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research (Locker and Dunt, 1978), endeavor to address this
issue.

The consumer movement of the late sixtÍes and early
seventies increased the role of consumers in the d.elivery of
health and sociar serrrices. rt forrows that one of the
outcomes of programs shourd be user sat,isfactÍon. rn the
field of health care, it was also recognj-zed that consumer

satisfaction positively affected cornpliance with treatment
and medical follow-up (Larsen and Rootman, Lg76). There is
littte standardization of consumer measures, however, to
allow comparisons across programs. Lebow (1993) notes that
the emergence of |tscíentíficrr consumer satisfaction studies
is a recenÈ phenomenon. one of the prÍme criticj.srns of
enploying these measures as the sole indicator of
effectiveness, especially in health care, are that services
are generally highly rated (Lebow, L983). The format of
questions may be a factor here. !{indle and paschall (1981)

note also that consumers may value unique aspects of care.
These may not be included in questj.onnaire d,esigns which by
their very nature are inflexible and unable to add,ress arI
the pertinent issues.

The assessment of efficiency examines program outcomes

in relation Èo their costs and includ.es cost,-benefit and

cost-effectiveness analysis. Rossi and Freeman (1992)

succj.nct,ly state: rfcost-benefit and cost-effectiveness
analysis can be viewed both as conceptual perspectives and

as sophisticated technical proceduresr (p. Z7L).
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conceptually they are based on an economic view of man.

The purported advantage for cost-benefit analysis relates to
Èhe planning process. cost-benefit anarysis provid.es

decision-making opportunities by guantifying the results of
alternative actions in monetary terms. Bootman, Rowrand, and

lfertheimer (t979) describe cost-benefit anarysis as ít
applies to the health field, noting that expenditures for
health are composed of investment and consumption

components. The process for engaging in cost-benefít
analysis is as follows:

rrr. Defi-ne the project wíth its current þenefitsand costs, and to whom these benefits andcosts accruei
2. Express the benefits and costs Ín monetaryterms, and ì3. compare the benefit streams with Èhe costs todeternine the feasibility of the proposedprojectrf (p. L31).

The problem with cost-benefit analysis does not lie in the
identification of the costs of programs, although this is
problenatic in the area of prevention, but in the
specificatÍon of progran benefits in monetary terms.
Cost-effectiveness analysis identifies the benefits in terrns
of units, rather than assigning a dollar value to them.
Prograns can be compared, using a cost-effectiveness
paradigm, Ín terms of the cost of producing one outcome or
set of behavíors. These outputs may Íncrude a range of
things such as the numþers of lives saved (Bootman, Rowland
and l{ertheimer I ]-979) or an increase in rearning for
disadvantaged youth (Levin, 1993). !{hile the analysis of
cost-effect,iveness can be conceptualized, as an effectiveness
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measure it can also be viewed as a measure of efficiency.
GÍven the fiscar restraints in hearth and social services,
comparisons of programs v¡ith sÍrnilar obj ectives in terms of
cost-effectiveness may be efficiency notivated, aimed at the
reduction of service.
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On Politics and Utilization
fn concluding the overrriew of program evaluation models

and methods, it is necessary to attend to the political
aspects of evaluation research which place it firrnly in the

realm of an array of stakeholders. As a somewhat humbling

introduction, ,fulius MargolÍs t comments to Carol Weiss

(L973) point to this aspect of applied research:
ttyou may go through a scientific analysís to
ansqrer the question of where the airport should
be built but an altogether different decision
might finally emerge fron the bureaucracyrf (p. 6).

This suggests that the agenda of the stakeholders may not be

to acquj.re the tlpes of information an evaluator is able to
provide for reasons that may not be apparent to the
evaluator! Conversely, the purpose of the evaluation may

not be clear to all stakeholders. A third alternative is
that evaluation results rnay be selectivery used to support,

the position of certaj.n stakehorders. A classic exampre of
these probrems is the westinghouse/ohio evaluation of the
Head Start program. Three different perspectives on the
initial reason for the evaluation are presented by Datta
(1976). The first view suggests that the study was an

attempt to find a r{ay to terminate Head start. The second

opinion was that it marked a commitment to evaluation of all
programs funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity. A

third vÍern¡ identified this initial evaluation as step one of
an evaluation plan for the Head SÈart program.

The evaluation itself is described as fraught with
methodological problems, with the final report making
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reconmendations based on data it did not, collect. The

lvesti.nghouse report was later used by an advisor to the
President to severery cut back on the Head start program,

changing its status from an ongoing dernonstration project to
an experimentar project. Datta (L976) also suggests that
this report was influential ín reducing the commitment of
government to preschool inte¡r¡ention.

Given scenarios like those described above, evaluators
are forced to make choíces. These choices relate to the
functions of evaluation. These functions can be identified
as tfritualistícrr (Weiss, 1984, p. 1S9), rroperational (or
formative) rr and 'tstrategS.c (or summatíve)rr (whoIey, l9g6) .

Rítuaristic evaluations are those conducted for reasons
other than their alleged purpose. There is no established,
way of effecting or maxímizing utirization of find,ings and.

lfeiss suggests they wil1 be of minimal utÍlity.
Evaluations which have operationar use are d.irect,ed. at

improving program perforlnance. These evaluations are termed
informationar by !{eiss (1994). Research which has an

operationar function is conpatible with the suggestions
proposed by Patton (1994), lileiss (1972) and others which
address the political and utÍtization aspects of program

evaluation. These suggestions incrud,e: identifying and

invorving decision makers in all phases of the evaluation
process, assuring face validity of the selected instruments,
being clear about what is to be studied,, and pranni-ng
possible uses of the results and. a crear dissernj.nation
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strategy a priori. It is especially important to apply
these recommendations to evaluatÍons wÍth strategic aims and

which, by definition, affect the allocation of resources.
chen and Rossirs (1983) conmentary regarding the need for a

theory-driven approach to evaluatíon is most appropriate in
this instance. They arçfue that evaruators must begin with
theories about how organizations work and how social
problens are caused. It follows that well-ground.ed,

evaluations will reduce the ,polÍtical, probrems associated
with the strategíc function and increase the potential for
utilization.

TOIfARD A COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT MODEL

The few atternpts to reconcile quality assurance and

program evaluation have been less than successful, with the
authors exhibiting a hesitancy to pursue more than terse
comparisons (Baker, 1983; Nutter, lgBS). Baker (L9g3)

emphasÍzes the differences between these approaches, in
Èerms of their evolution and rever of data aggregatÍon.
Quality assurance, he contends analyzes information on an

indivÍduaL revel whire program evaluation focuses on group
data. This distinction appears too sirnplistic aiven the
range of methods ernployed in the two f ields.

Nutter and !{eiden (1995) ernphasize quality assurancers
preoccupation with standards. This term is indeed
predorninant in the quality assurance literature (coulton,
1982; Demlo, 1993). These authors proceed to suggest, that

T"å-åH U[\sVå"a*dsÍ ilv ûF MAnqüTffi$*A å-$ffiíriiÅ.[tfrËffi
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program evaluation is best employed to determine if a

program is producing its intended outcomes while quality
assurance should concentrate on the satisfaction of
standards. Thís argument confuses the process and. outcome

aims of both quality assurance and program evaluation,
assigning the responsibility for outcome assessments to
program evaluators.

Assuming quality assurance is aj.med at naÍntainíng and,

advancing quality of care and the purpose of program

evaluaÈion is to provide inforroratÍon to assist with pranning

and service delivery, it appears both can operate in tandem,

without dupricating each otherst intent. one must arso
recogníze that írnpricit in rrcomparisonr is evaruation and.

irnplicit in rrplanningrr and, rrservice delj-verytf are standards
of care.

Table 2 presents quality assurance and program

evaluation as complementary approaches which, in
combination, provide a comprehensive assessment of program

functioning. These methods are orgranized according to three
stages in the rife of an organizatÍon. The target for
application of the model is the conmunj.ty health centre.
community mentar health centres have been subjected to
pressures to integrate quality assurance and program

evaluatj.on (Baker, l9g3). The selection of a community

health centre is an effort to acknowledge this problem and

set the stage for the section which fo1lows.
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TABLE 2

A sequential Moder for the Appricatj.on of Two Approaches

Phase I Program Design

1.

¿.

3.

4

5

Phase II

1.

2

6

Establish Impact Model

Define Minirnun and Maximum Standards for
Intern¡ention Effect

Establish Structural Standards
(e.gt., Need for Information Systen)

Design Structural Standards to Reflect
Quality of Care to Clients/patients

DesÍgn_S!,ructures Based on Management Need,s,as it Relates t,o Causal Model

Test Program for Refinement Requirements

Implementation

Conduct Process Studies in Terms of Standardsof Care

Establish Utilization patterns in Terms of
Prograrn fntent

PE

QA

QA

QA

PE

PE

QA

PE

QA

PE

QA

PE

QA

PE

3.

4

5

6.

7

Conduct Studies on Coverage, Access, Bias,
Expenditures

Record Review Focussing on Adequacy of Recor-ding, Content of Certai.n proceaireS
(e.9., Process of Completing CpE)

Record Review to Examine Range of Activities,Clients Serrred, t Fít I Betweeñ Oesign andfnstrumentation

Client Surveys to Study euality of physician-
Pat,íent Interaction
Client Sunrey Re: Access, Conparison Betrn¡een
Program and Other programs

Establish Utilization patterns in Terms of
Disease Types

I
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Phase III

I

Institutionalized Program

UtÍlization Studies, Comparing Actual Client,rrCareerrr to Preferred Standards for Use of
Services

Exa¡nine Health Out,comes in Terns of provÍn-
cial, National Norms

Examine Services Provi-ded i.n Terms of Overall
Objectives and fnpact Model

Describe Quantity of SeryÍces províd.ed

Peer Review of Unusual patterns of Service
Provision

2.

3.

4.

5.

QA

QA

PE

PE

QA
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PART II

TITE PRÀCTICTTI.Í EXPERIENCE

PRACTICTIM OBJECTTVES

The Practicum objectives v¡ere to examÍne the
applications of Program Review techniques in the Med.ical

Progran of a community health centre; to explore the
evaruability assessment as a pre-evaluation tool; and to
assist the Program by providing useful information for
program planning. For the purposes of the practicum,
Program RevÍew can be defined as a descriptive analysis of
program components including, at minimum, a review of
records, observational data, clj.ent interviews and

infor¡nation collected from staff and management.

Rossi and Freeman (L982) describe program review
objectives in their chapter on program monitoring and

accountability, arthough they do not formarly identify
rrprogram reviewfr per se. using the terrn timplementat,ion

moniÈoring,t (p. 125), they identify the inportance of
providing established programs with information on program

coverage, the degree to which a program is reaching it,s
intended populatÍon, and program process, which ad,dresses

the actual ser¡¡ices that are delivered.
Majchrzak (1982) provides a conceptual framework for

the serection of program review as the appropriate means t,o

these ends. she notes that program evaluation reflects
three aspects of the organization it,self: input, process

and output. The need for certain types of information
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reflects the developmentar stage of the organizatíon itself.
The input stage is synonymous with the implernentation stage

of the organization. rnput data refers to the number and

type of clients that enter the system. The process stage is
the intermediate phase between innovation and, stabilization.
Process infor^mation is an expansion of input data enabling
decision-mal<íng about the nu¡nber and type of crients using
servíces and describes movement through the system. During
the output stage the organization is stabilized. output,

data examines program impact on clients and external
systems.

Although the author does not explicitly state this,
chronology appears unrerated to the stages in organizatíonal
development. The practicurn, in part, is an adaptat,ion of
the objectives of a program revÍew to the perceived. stage of
the nedical programrs development, taking into consideration
the sequential nature of program evaluation activities
(Rutman I 1977).

The program review addresses the input and process

dimensions of the program-in-process. rnput data was

collected as a precursor to the analysis of process

information.

THE SETTTNG

Klinic Community Health Centre provides a range of
health and sociar servíces to the lvinnipeg cornmunity.

crisis intervention, sexual assaurt counserring, community
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services to a predorninantly elderly population, and. med,ical

services are all offered out of this one location.
Klinic, fnc. $ras established in ].97]- to meet the needs

of young people in the core area of Wínnípeg who were

reluctant to use traditional trealth service organizations.
During the years r¡hen experimenting with halrucinogenic
drugs was at its peak, Klinic provided city wÍde help to
drug users ín a non-judgementar manner, estabrishing itserf
as an alternative storefront resource for transÍents,
teenagers and core area resÍdents. Many of the service
recipj.ents had medicar problems that needed attention.

The Medical Program at Krinic, which is the target for
this review, was estabrished in response to these need.s for
medicar care. rnitiarly its clients were singre !üomen with
unplanned pregnancies, sromen requiring conÈraceptive advice
and men and women concerned about the possibirity of having
sexuarly transmitted diseases. The MedÍcar program provided
counsellÍng and d,iagnostic and, therapeutic intervention;
often alr ín the first visit due to the transi_ent nature of
the clientele. rn response to the longer-term needs of this
population, contj.nuous primary hearth care services l¡rere

offered to those clients wishing to make follow-up
appointments.

As v¡as noted above, the Medical program is one of
several programs offered out, of Klinic. Klinic also offers
a conmunity services program which focuses on the elderry
and a counsellÍng program which offers a 24 hour crisis
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service including the sexuar Assaurt Program for the city of
IVj.nnipeg, individual counselling, group therapy and

counselling sessions. Two additional programs are the
Volunteer Program, which trains and, recruits the large
volunteer pool for the different programs, and the
Adninistrative Progran, whj.ch provides support and,

maintenance serr¡ices to all Klinic programs. FÍgure z

illustrates the program structure at the Èíme of this review
in relation to the other programs at Klinic. From Figure 2

the rerationship between the Medical program and community

services becomes apparent. The structurar overlap includes
shared clinical supervísÍon and overall coordination.



Structure of the Medical Program in Relation
to Klinic Structure
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The staff complement is also irlustrated in Figure 2.

The functions of these positions ürere outrined in a 1983

report by Dr. Lewis C. Rose, with the exception of the
Physician-Medical co-ordinator position which was developed

since the Rose report v¡as v¡rÍtten. Based on his
description, supplemented by inforrnation from program

Personnel, they are as folLows:

Health Sen¡ices Co-ordinator:

Aùninisters the program on behalf of the Executive
Director. This person is responsible for staffing, planning
and organizing the program, and for promoting further
education and training of the Staff. She is also
responsible for maintaining and updating job descriptíons of
her staff and for budgeting for the Medical program.

Physj.cian-Medical Co-ordinator :

supervises program staff on clinical matters. The

co-ordinator is responsible for the day-to-d,ay operations of
the program and assists the Health services co-ord,inat,or in
pranning for the program and ín establishÍng its direction.
He arso performs the functions associated with the
rrPhysiciansrr classification.

Phvsicians:

Provide prirnary medical care to their patients and

refer patients with problems outside their competence to
specialists or other professÍonals. They attend pat,ient,s in
Klinic and make housecarls on their patients. one of the
physicians had recently acquired, admitting privileges to st.
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Boniface Hospital inmediately prior to this Review and,

admits patients (prirnarily obstetrical) to this hospital.
the physicians assist the nurse practitioner in caring for
her patients and accept patients transferred from Èhe nurse
practitioner where necessary.

Nurse Practitioners:
Nurse Practitioners are registered nurses with advanced.

university preparation, enabring them to provide prirnary
health care services. They can assess patients with minor
prinary health care problems, provid,e well patient physical
examinations, initiate routine invest,igations and. provide
hearth teaching, information, counselling and referral
options to patients. They work in a colregial manner with
physÍcians and consult them when pharmaceuticar or medical
treatment is indicated.

Medical Assistant:
Assists the physicians and nurse practitioner with the

care of the patients. she asse¡nbres raboratory specimens

for transmission to the lab and performs simple rab tests
herself. she prepares and stocks the examination rooms,

orders suppries and negotiates for pharmaceutical samples.

she counsels people with sexually transmitted d,iseases and

compretes the necessary reports. she makes appointments for
patients with consurtant,s and makes forrow-up ca1ls where

necessary.
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Intake Workers:

Answer all incoming car.ls and either deal with them or
refer them to the appropriate worker. rThey rnake

appointments for patients or provÍde inforrnation about the
walk-in clinic. They pu1l and fire patient charts, sort
nail and lab reports as they are received. They receive
pat,ients as they arrive at Klinic. They report directly to
the Assistant Director of Klinic.

The systen enployed by the program to maximize the
patient, flow and use of personneL is a modified circus
systern. The physician and nurse practitioner each see one
patient, with the first practitioner to finish moving on to
see a third patíent. The rooms are then filled again
guickry with patients. This system was instituted in
February 1983, followi-ng the reconmendation of Dr. Rose.

MedÍcal records are kept rnanually on arr patient,s using
the services and are centrarized in the reception area. rn
addition, a daily rog is kept by the staff, noting the
patientsf principle diagnoses. rn r98o-r9gt part of this
informatíon was entered into a computer which is connected
with the nainframe computer at the university of Mani.toba.
Routine entries of inforrnation from the med.icar program into
the computer ceased in lggL.

À final component of the rsettingrr are the funding
arrangements of the Medicar program and K1Ínic as a whole.
Base funding for Klinic is secured through the Manitoba
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Ilealth services conmission. Additionar grants are secured

by the índividual programs in their atternpts to respond

to comrnunity needs. rn terms of securing grants for d,irect,
service programming the Medical progran is somewhat at a

disadvantage, since their additional rprogramsil may be

extensions of ¡redical services already fund.ed. at acceptable
levels according to M.H.S.C.
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PROCESS OF ENTRY

Evaluation research is a political process (Ifeiss,

L983) beginning at the point of íntroduction to the agency

or organization. It is therefore essential to develop a

shared understanding of the purpose for the evaluatíon
(Posovac and Carey, 1980), as well as the assumptions and

linitations of the evaluation design. The process of
developing this consensus must begin before the evaluation
is undert,a]<en (Wholey, 1977). As Berk and RossÍ (L976)

point, out, involving all the Ínterested, parties in the early
stage of evaluation designs can also positively affect the
utilizat,ion of fíndings.

On February 8, 1984, ry principle advisor and, I met

with the Executive Director and Assistant Di.rector to
discuss the feasibility of conducting a program Review of
the Medical Program and gain their consent to cond.uct an

evaluability assessment of the Program. The evaruabilÍty
assessment process was required to determine, from a

research perspectj.ve, the nature and level of evaluation
possible in thís setting.

A fornal reguest !¡as presented t,o the Management group

the forlowing week. The Health services co-ordinator and

Physician-Medicar co-ordinator agreed to meet with me once

the request had been approved.
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rrGroups that have a stake in the outcome of an
evaluation should be made ar¡rare of the !'¡ays
evaluation results can be useful to them. For
exanple, a monitoring evaluation can provide
project managers information that facÍlÍtates
staff supenrision and project modificationtt
(Rossi and Freeman, L982') .

This proviso was attended to ín the early meetings. Àn

attempt was also made to go beyond this proviso, by

encouraging the Program managers to develop the agenda for
the evaluation within the constraínts establÍshed by the
findings of the evaluability assessment.

From these early negotiatÍons Ít was apparent that an
rreffectivenessrr focussed evaluatÍon was not preferred by

Management, who assumed on the basis of their ohrn

observations that the unit was already performing we1l.

While not, conclusively proven due to the nature of the
design, many of the prelirninary findings of the program

review supported these obserr¡ations.

The willingness of the system to engage in an

assessment process qras also evident, even at this early
stage. Any hesitancy on the part of program managers was as

much a function of the student-evaluatorts reructance to
prematurely provide an evaluation design as it was a
function of their reluctance to engage in the process.

lilhat emerged from these meet,ings can be termed
trinformal approvalrr which I contend Ís as important as

formal consent. specifi.c informat,ion about, the Med.ica1

Prograrn also surfaced during these initial meetings. of
significance was the shared perception that the Medical
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Program was rrin transitionrt. The issues rerated to this
perception centered around the identÍfícation of the prirnary
targets of serr¡ice and the content of care provided by the
Medical Program. With regard to the latter issue, a

distinction was made between reproductj.ve health care
sern¡ices and primary health care services. These themes

vrere domÍnant Ín future discussions with personnel and had a

considerabre impact on the evaruation design. The emergent

nature of the Program also precluded an outcome or sunmative
evaluatíon, as defined by Suehman (1967).

EVALUABILITY ASSESSMENT

wholey (t977) provides an excellent rationale for
conducting an evaluability assessment, noting that ,it
provides criteria for decíding how much and what types of
information to seek in the evaluationr (p. 4I). As Rutman

(L977) points out evaluations of program effectiveness
assume that certain preconditíons are met in the program.
The program must be clearly defined, have measurabre

objectives and have hlpotheses linking activitíes to
outcomes. The evaluability assessrnent estabrishes the
presence or absence of these preconditions. rt also serves
to establish parameters around the value of the information
that can feasibly be extracted from an evaruation, thus
maximizing utilization of the final product. fhe
evaluabirity assessment can assist in d,irect,ing the agency

or program toward summative or formative research, with the
former focusing on out,come measures as already noted,, and.
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the latter representing a measure of efficiency. The

findings of the evaruability assessment can also act as a
working agreement between rerevant parties or interest
groups involved in the evaluation, setting the stage by

clearly defining the program and the constraints to
evaluatíon that night exist.

Wholey (1977) has identified fÍve steps involved Ín
conducting an evaluabilíty assessment. The first step he

refers to is rrbounding the problemr/programrr (p . 43) to
determine what the program actually consists of or the unit
to be analyzed. collecting program informatÍon ís the
second stage in the process, followed by the development of
a progran moder which accurately describes the program and

its activities. Analyzing the program moder is lrrhoreyrs

fourth step, determining how useful the program model is for
evaluative purposes. Presenting the conclusions d.rawn after
completing the fourth step to management compretes the
evaluability process according to Wholey (Lg77).

Rossi and Freeman (1992) outline a method similar to
that employed by whorey (L977) | adding the rhor/u' tor advice
regarding the tasks of interviewing program personnel and

conductíng site visits to gain a sense of hov¡ the program

actually operates. The wholey (L977) and. Rossi and. Freeman

(1982) approaches to the evaluabirity assessment formed,

the basis for the pre-evaluation of the Medical program.

Arthough the evaluabirity assessment, has been identified as

a series of steps, it ís important to note that these steps



are not strictly sequential. The evaluator may, for
example, be involved in a rtlater, step in the process only
to discover that a change in the rtresultsr of a former step
may be required. This change, in turn, may irnpact on other
steps in the process. Figure 3 depicts a mod,el for an

evaluability assessment which was developed for the purpose

of the practicum. rt describes the process which led, to the
design ernployed in the program Review.

FIGT'RE 3

An Evaluability Assessment Mode1
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Entry was discussed in the preceding section.
Identífying the users of the evaluaÈion was helpful for tr¡¡o

reasons: (1) it fa¡niliarized the evaluator with the
imprications the evaluation rnight have for the programi and,
(2) it allowed for the identification of key d.ecision makers
and the way in which changes night be made, given the
findings of the evaluation, Hasenfeld, (1983) observes that
different groups representing diverse interests may try to
influence the evaluation at different points in tine. This
caution v¡as not Reeessary in this instance. rdentífying
potential users did assist in preparing a strategy for
dissemination and facÍlitate the design.

The users identÍfied at this ti¡ne incruded, the
PhysicÍan-Medicar co-ordinator, the Hearth services
co-ordinator, the staff of the proçfram, the Ad¡ninistrative
Program, the Executíve Director, the Board of Directors and
the university of Manitoba. This latter group of ,users'
l¡ras important to Ídentify in that their inclusion changed
the finar report from a private to public document.

Three revels of decision-making lrere idenÈified during
this Phase: Management, Board,, and, staff. rt was essential
to identify staff as a decision-making body given the nature
of Klinic itself and its participatory management approach.

A statement of intent had already been presented at the
point of entryr âs a response to a request from the
Executive Director. A commissioned evaluator may have
insisted on acquiring additional inforrnation prior to
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subnitting this statement. Regardless, a statement of
intent at this point in the evaluabirity assessment was

rnerely a general statement as to the purpose of the
evaruabilíty assessment itself. A useful function of
formulating this statement was to gain access ín a uniform
manner to program personner and give them a sense of the
type of inforruation that rnight be required during the
Program Review.

The statement of intent is not to be confused with the
purpose of the evaluation, which cannot be deterrnined until
the evaluability assessment is comprete. The purpose is
finalized into an evaluation proposal or revaluation planrl
(Rossi and Freeman, l-9B2 | p. 77) .

Establishing resources for conducting the evaluation is
the fourth step in the evaluability process. rn this
j.nstance, staff tine, offíce space and, computer ti¡ne nere
the princíple resources.

Access is another issue that was addressed at this
point. Access to the physicar setting, medical records and

staff was acquired. sensitivity to staff feerings about
evaruation is of importance, even during the evaluabirity
assessment. Posovac (1990) notes that there are several
sources of resistance to evaluation. These includ,e concerns
that an evaruation night jeopard,ize the program, fears that,
creativity will be prevented - possibly through
operationalizing work processes, a concern that the quality
of servíce may be overlooked by an insensitive evaruator, a
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concern regarding infor¡nation misuse, and a concern that the
evaruation wastes funds or resources that, could be better
used in the program. An additionar source of resistance is
what Posavac (1980) refers to as self-styled experts or
people who feel they know more about evaruation than the
evaLuator.

A related issue which can be anticipated, especiarry in
evaLuatÍng a Medícal Program is the objection of some

individuals to rroutsiderr versus inside or self evaruations.
This i.ssue is addressed, Ín part, by DonabedÍan (I9gI) in
his essay on explicÍt versus inplicit criteria of
effectiveness of hearth care. As Donabedian (198r) notes,
explicit or standardized criteria are potentially an

instrument of contror, and have been víewed as such by

groups of physicians. rmplicit critería are viewed as the
norm by many physicians, with quality of care issues related
back to their osrn professional body. Locker and Dunt (1978)

also cornment on the ttobjective, value assigned to provid,er
assessments of health care vis-a-vÍs patient assessments.

rf found to be present, resístance by the physicians could
have affected the decision to evaluate the program or the
focus of the evaluation, should quality of care be defined
as a program component that is sufficienÈly articuLated and

amenable to eval,uation from a research perspective. Another
important advantage of gaining staff cooperation during the
evaluabílity assessment is that it increases the likelihood
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of developing an accurate program model from which to
develop the fínal evaluable model.

Familiarity with the setting provides Ínfor¡nation
regarding the operations and constraints of the program. In
the case of the Medical Program, the setting was believed to
be a defÍnite constralnt on the number and types of services
offered. In a 1983 report, DL. Lewis Rose noted that if one

additional room $ras avaÍlable novr, it would permit one

practitioner to run an efficient general clinic, while an

additional practÍtioner (nurse or physician) did
counselling, routine physical examinations or some other
form of row volume activity. Dr. Rose reco¡nmended doubling
the space available to the program, adding such important
elements as examiningr rooms, additionar waiting and storage
space, and a toilet. Faniliarity with the setting is
especially important j.n an efficiency type evaluation where
rrthroughputtt is the focus. fn this instance it also
provided such basic information as the location of files and

general atmosphere, all of v¡hich were relevant to the
evaluation.

Preparing a program description, according to Rossi and

Freeman (L982) is based on trformal document,s, such as

funding proposals, published brochures, adminj.strative
manuals, annual report, minutes, and compteted evaluation
studiestt (p. 76). The document,s reviewed for this purpose

are listed in the Reference sectj.on of this report. fhe
purpose of Èhe program description is to link program
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objectives to program components, identifying how the

Program actually operates.

Problems with the development of a program descríption
hlere irunediately apparent. Based on the written infonnation
acquired from Klinic and intern¡iews with the Executive

Dj.rector and the Health Sen¡ices Co-ordinator, the following
objectives vrere deríved:

1. To provide comprehensive primary health care to
the catchment areai

2. To provide holistic health carei
3. To provide reproductive health care to the

comnunity of needi
4. To move the community towards rrr¡.rellnessrr i
5. To improve the health of service users; and,
6. To maintain client satisfaction with servi.ce and

the nethod of sern¡ice provision
These objectives are linked to program elements in Figure 4.

The }ist is not exhaustive and could have been supplemented.

in further dj.scussions with Management and Staff. This
program modeL or rrrhetorical modelrr (Rutman, Lg77)

est,ablishes potential casual linlcs or hypotheses which

define the progrram. rt becomes apparent Ín examining these

objectives that objectives 1, Z and 3 are throughput or
delj.very system issues whereas objectives 4 and S are

effectiveness issues. The sixth objective could fit into
either category (Locker and Dunt, 1979).
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Two issues rnust be noted upon examination of Figure 4¿

(1) the pathways leading to rrsuccessrr in achÍeving the
objectives are poorly developed; and (2) the object,ives
themserves are not necessarily congruent. Donabedian

(l-966) cogently crÍticizes outcome studies that produce

irrelevant findj.ngs, an armost certain product of pursuing
these objectives on a singular basis. !{ithout werl-defined,
consistent objectives, furthermore, a summative research
design has littre chance of success, from both research and

utilÍzation-based perspectíves. The stakehold.ers,
furthermore vrere not interested in a design of that nature.

From the conclusi.ons reached duríng the evaluability
assessment process, a formative prograrn Review model was

advocated. The Program Review proposal was presented to the
staff of the Medical program in May, 1994. The staff v¡ere

supportive of ny plan to proceed i¡nrnediately.

CONDUCTING THE REVIEW

The specific purposes of the program Review are
outlined in the final report to Krinic, included in Appen-
dix A. The Revíew itself was composed. of four principle
fasks:

1. Problem Oriented Record Review (p.O.R.R. )

2. Client Survey

3. Observation of the program

4 . .â,n Exercise to Deternine progran Obj ectives
Each of these tasks, and the findings of the Review are
outlined in detail in the finar report. This sect,ion wilr
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focus on some of the difficulties encountered durj-ng the
review process; specifically, conceptualizing and.

operationalizíng the variabres employed ín the p.o.R.R. t

securing client partícipation in the client surveyt
observing program erements; and, compreting the objective
setting exercise.

The use of the clinicar or medical records for health
care assessment has been well docurnented (Dernro, Lgg3 i
coulton, 1982; Baker, r9g3) . The probrem oriented, Medical
Record, as described by vtoody and Mallison, Lg73), has four
basic data components: a d,emographic information base, a

complete probren List with numbered and titred problems, an

initlal plan; and, progress notes which correspond to each
probrem. The progress notes are usually organized in a soAp

format which includes a subjective statement of the problen
acquired from the crient/patientr âD objective statement
provided by the practitioner, an Assessment, and, a pran.

The nedical records at Klinic, for the most part, emproy

this systen. The soAp format is more widely adhered to by
staff for process recording than the comprete problem

oriented Medicar Record approach. The p.o.R.R. j.nclud.ed a

review of dernographic data and, the identifÍcation of the
medical problems diagnosed by program physicians and. nurse
practitioners. collecting the denographic data was

st,raightforward. rt quickly became apparent, however, that
additional training r¡ras reguj.red to group a1l diagnoses
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within the reproductive hearth care and primary hearth care
categories.

stillnan et ar. (t9zg) discuss the use of practícal
instructors to evaruate comprete physical examinations.
while the exercise described by these authors d.iffered in
focus, the process they recommend was used in addressing the
categorization problem. They suggest the forlowing: (1)

develop a checklist of items essential to a cpEr and., (2)

train the evaluators in the use of the checklist.
rn developing a checklist, all diagnoses from January

1, 1984 to May r, 1984 Írere listed. Those diagnoses that
vrere obviously in the reproductive health care category or
the primary hearth care category were appropriately grouped

as such. The Health servj.ce co-ordinator and the Medical/
Physician co-ordÍnator assisted the writer in grouping the
remaining diagnoses.

rt is Ínrportant to note that the validity of the
categories was deter¡uined by the Program itself . lithile this
reduces the reproducibility of the design, it makes the
findings ¡neaningful to the program, and, f suggest,
increases the potential utirization of the infor¡nation
contained in the fínal report.

The sample for the Client Survey was severely
constrained by the nature of the setting. Due to the value
placed on total confidentiality by Klinic, the client survey
vras li¡nited to consumers who entered. the premises for a one

week period. The reli.ance on avairable subject,s is
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critícÍzed by Babbie (L973) in his excellent book on survey
methods which discusses this and other non-probability
sampling approaches. As a result, the informatíon obtained
should be viewed with caution and interpreted as the
feedback from these clients onIy, who may or may not
represent Medical program clients as a v¡hoIe.

Baker (L983) obserrres that watching the practice of
care providers is the most dírect way of obtaining
infor:nation on the quality of care. Given the discrepancy
between the information contained in the Medical records and

actual practice, he states that direct observation can act
as a reliabilÍty check in a descriptive study such as this
one. Baker tenpers his enthusiasms for direct observation,
however, by defining it as an obtrusive measure which nay

affect performance. He further notes that reliability is
not adequately addressed unless two observers are ut,irized.
The physical space constraj.nts of the setting and. the very
nature of nany clientsr presenting problems precluded the
direct obsetr¡ation of all program elements" This method was

emproyed to assess entry of crients to the program, the
constraints of the physícal setting and the workload..

Although measurement reriabirity was not tested,, a checkrist
was devised to address the issue of reliabirity wherever
possíb1e. The findings, furthermore, h¡ere presented, to
Klinic in a manner whÍch identified these ri¡nitat,ions.

Deter¡nining the program objectives T¡ras a priority for
the Program co-ordinators. clear-cut objectives are also a
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prerequisite to a su¡nmative evaruation of effectíveness
(Rutman, 1977) and form a first step to the assurance of
guarity of care (Repchul, 1981). Although a serious effort,
was made by Program staff and Management, a final consensus

was not reached in this area. The importance of
establishing a program focus was duly noted by all those
involved in the objective-setting exercise who indicated. a
willingness to pursue this topic folrowing the compretj-on of
the ínitial session.

DTSSEMINATING THE RESULTS

Posovac and Carey (1980) obsenre thaÈ a conmon

complaint of evaluators Ís: ItThey never read. the report!
Those who did read it did nothing about the recommenda-

tionslrr (p. 27L). lrlhile this, in fact, ilây be true some of
the responsibirity must be assurned by the evaluator who must,

examine her/hís role in the evaluation process.
lileiss (L972) obser:rres that some evaluators do not

perceive their role as action orj.ented, emphasizing instead
the collection of data and analysis of the results. she

identifÍes a mi.nority of evaluators who perceÍve their role
rras encompassing the tsellingr of their resultsrr (p. 113).
To increase the feasibility of this rserlingr process it is
essential to solicít maxixmum involvement of all stake-
holders in the design of the study, as r¡ras noted, earrj.er.
Dissemination thus becomes the final stage of a process
initiated at point of entry to the organj.zation.
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A draft, of the final report was presented t,o the same

Program personner that vrere party to the development of the
initial proposal. The report was discussed in thís context,
and feedback on the process employed by the student
evaluator vras solicited from those present.

Copies of the final report were distribut,ed to the
co-ordinator of Health services and the physician/Medical

co-ordinator. The Executive Director also received a copy.

A presentatÍon of the findings was subsequenÈly made to
the Klinic Board of Directors, upon reguest of the Board

Chairperson.
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PÀRT III
E SEI,tr'-E\IAI.UATIOTI

The practicum provided me with the opportunity to
develop socíal work skills in the following areas:

formative program evaluation, the cond,uct of evaruabÍrity
assessments and small group dynarnics. since this practicum
T¡ras completed r have moved comfortably into evaluations of
social sern¡ice organizations, all of which have emproyed a
sirnilar process to that deveroped in the Medical program

Review. As a consequence of the practicum experience and

the literature review compreted for this purpose, r am no$t

very aware of the context-bound nature of evaluation, and

will strive to maintain the frexÍbílity required. to ad.apt to
new social and health care delivery systems and. settings.
Gj.ven that the fields of program reviev¡ and guality
assurance are evolving it will be necessary to cont,inue to
study to keep abreast of the innovatj.ons j.n these areas,
both in ter¡rs of the approaches and ¡nethodorogy ernployed

therein.
q self-evaluation can occur on three revers. The fÍrst
revel is comprised of a brief overall rating of the
experience, as was provided above. The second level
addresses the usefulness of the evaluation, from a
methodological and utilization-based perspectÍve. The final
level of self-evaluation relates to the comments presented
in the preface which address the need for a "theory-driven
approachrr (Chen and Rossi, 1993).
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The linitations of the methodorogy are discussed in
detail in the body of the final report and in the preceding
sectj.ons. Suf fice to say that the study was of an

exploratory-descriptive cross-sectional nature and, racked,

the rigor of a quasi-experimental or experimental design.
* Brown and Braskamp (1980) present a fifty-item
checkrist to detemine the usefulness of evaruatíons. The

items identifÍed in this checklist, which appears as

Appendíx B, are: Determíning the Evaluatorrs Role,
understanding the organizational context, planning the
Evaluation, conducting the Evaluation, and, communj.cating the
Evaluative rnformation. Their tongue-in-cheek guidelines
for interpretÍng the results range fronr the rno effectrr to
the rfconsÍderable effectt points of a continuum. This
approach to self-evaruation qras successfully utilized by
vaughan (1985) who concluded that her study rrprod.uced an

enduring report for the health centrers usen (p. 47).
In applying this checklist to the practÍcum, I

concluded that the adopted process ,fit, well with a

najority of the items described by Brown and Braskamp.

Additíonal effort could have been directed at the following:
- determil*"9 ?ppropriate share of the responsibilityfor utilizat,ion

specifying actívities related to an educational roleas well as a data-gatheri.ng, information-providingrole
- understanding the policy-rnakÍng process of theorganization

- determining which decisíons and policies are madeas a result of the evaluation
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assessing the irnprications of decisions based on theevaluatÍon that affect personnel

- determining the rikely source of resÍstance tonegative evaluation results
- using several ¡redia for rnaking formal presentations.

Despite these shortcomings, the practicum wourd be rated
highly according to the checklist criteria.

This conclusion brings us to the third lever of
evaluatj.on described above, which relates to the adequacy of
t'he theoretical approach and not the method,orogical
eonsi.derations or the utilization-based, bias which have been

discussed to this point.
chen and Rossi (L983) note the importance of the

theory-driven approach to evaruation which they define as

the theoretícal specification of how a program can be

expected to work. The prosaic theories they are concerned.
with identify a priori rhor¡ human organizations work and how

sociar probrems are generatedr (p. a8s). while the
evaluability assessment completed during the practicum
produced a program description, this description ignored.
t¡¡hat chen and Rossi refer to as exogenous variables. These

variables, which nay be related, or unrelated. to the
treatmenÈ process, courd, have been d.efined. and. included in a

model through the application of theory, describing the
prausible goals that exist apart from policy or personal
opinion. usíng LaDucars (19g0) for:nulation as an example,
physician competence has been assumed. to be a principle
det'erminant of the guality of health care. Exogenous
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variabres related to competence must be identified, through
the application of theory to erucidate the rerationship
between conpetence and perfornance, thereby directing or
re-directing the relationship between process and, outcome

and the nature of the design itserf. The need for theory
which transcends the nrethodotogical considerations of
program evaluation and quality assurance, and the lack of
such theory, imposed the most serious rimitations on this
study. The discovery of the need for a theory which unites
context, process and outcome !'ras also the most rewarding
aspect of the practicum experience
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SECTION 1

I NTRODUCTI ON

In May 1984, to fulfill part of the requirements of a Master of Social t.lork
degree for the University of Manitoba, a forma'l proposaì to conduct a program

Review of the Medical Program was made by Linda Campbe'l'l to the management team of
Kìinic, Inc., This formal proposaì marked the compìetion of an evaluability
assessment which was initiated jn Febuary of 1984 and involved a review of Medical
Program pìanning documents, site visits and meetings with the Coondinator of
Heaìth and Conmunity Services and the Coordinator of the Medical program.

The major themes which emerged out of the evaluabil'ity assessment and which
'influenced the development of the formal proposal were:

- the need for accurate current information on the Med'ical Pnognam in
terms of its client population and the nature of their presentìng
heal th probì ems;

- the need for clarificatìon regarding client's perceptions of the
Medical Program; specifically addressing the areas of accessibility and

client assumptions about the senvices offered by the Medical Program;
and;

- the need for an expìicit statement of program objectives, the
development of which wouìd facilitate Program pìanning and enable a

more thorough evaluation of Program effect.iveness.

The specific purpose of the Program Review were as foilows:

- to provide staff and management w'ith information on outputs or the
services actual]y being deìivered to clients and a profile of the
clients being served by the Medical program;

I



- to document client's perceptions of the Hedical Program in tenms of
its focus and methods of service delivery; and,

- to assist the Program in developing a statement of current objectives.

The Program Review was conducted in foun phases: (1)
Problem Oriented Record Review; (2) Medical program client survey;

(3) Direct 0bservation of Program Activities, and (4) Program Qbjectives
Setting Exercise. Each of these phases is reviewed individuaìly in Sections
3,4,5 and 6. Section 2 is reserved for the conclusions and recommendations
which refenence the appropriate Sections in the body of the report. it it
separated into four subsections relat'ing to each of the four phases noted
above.



SECTION 2

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2.L Problem 0riented Record Review

0n the basis of the 631 file review of the Problem 0riented Record (P.0.R.)

the Medical Program can be reported to serve a variety of individuals, many of

whom are concentrated in a small number of the categories that were examjned.

Us'ing the modal, or most frequently observed, category of each variable the

following description of a Medical Program client was obta'ined:

The most typica'l c'lient is a sing'le woman aged 21-25 years who has never

married, lives in the R3C postal zone, has no children and lives with

inmediate family members. This woman is most likely to have heard of

K'linic through a friend or relative and to have come to Klìnic on the

bas'is of that referral . She will have v'isited Kl'inìc from 1-3 tìmes 'in

the past year and is rpre l'ikely to have received reproductjve health

services than primary hea'lth services in her last visit. Among those

servìces, she is most likely to have received veneral disease assessment

and/or treatment and lab tests. tJith the exception of the referral for
lab tests, it is unlikeìy that she was referred out of K'linìc for any

serv i ces .

The above description can be expanded upon by considering the variation in
some of the data collected. The age of clients ranged from 1 to 79 years although

the majority were concentrated in the 15-35 year categories. The number of visjts
in the one year period under study also varied cons'iderably - from one visit to

41 visits.

The form of the distrjbution of each variable js also important. The postal

code variable, for example is bimodal. The most frequently ment'ioned postal codes



were both in the geographic catchment area. Clients in this area comprised 27.7%

of the total sanp'le.

The nature of service is more even'ly d'istributed than might be assumed by the

above description. l.lhile 56.3% of the clients samp'led received reproductive
health care services on their last visit,40% received primary hea'lth care

services.

0ther segments of the data which are pertinent'in the context of the other
phases of the Program Review are:

- catchment area c1ients differ aìong key dimensions from clients'lìving out-

side of the catchment area. Catchment area clients are genera'lly less educated,

more l'ike'ly to be 1iv'ing away from irnmed'iate fami'ly and less likely to be

emp'loyed. A higher proportion of catchment area clients are male.

- 20.5/, of the clients sampled have dependent children whjle only 3% of the

sample are under 14 years of age. This suggests that clients' children are

recejving health care serv'ices elsewhere or are not receiving any services.

there is very little overlap between Programs at Klinic and very few

clients are referred to or from other Programs.

- few clients are referred outside of Klinic for social services whìle 2t.2%

are referred out for specialized Med'ical Services.

As part of the P.0.R. Review the actual recording process was evaluated. The

record'i ng i n the P. 0.R. by Medi ca'l Program staff i s general I y detai 'led and compre-

hensive. The entries, unfortunately do not all follow a standardized format.

Some practititioners utìljze the S.0.4.P. format routinely and others do not use

'it at al'1.' A standardized method of recording jn the P.0.R. is consistent with

the Medical Programs team approach to health care practice and would be advan-

tageous for pract'ice and evaluat'ion purposes. A standardized method of recording
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shou'ld be emp'loyed by all staff who use the P.O.R. regard'less of their Program

affiliation.

Additional reconmendations which reference the appropriate Section and page

nurnbers in the body of the report are:

1. The nature of the client contact shou'ld be coded in the P.0.R. indicating

if it is an office visit, a home visit, ô lab report or a telephone calì (Section

3, p.10 ).

2. C'l ient address changes should be noted and dated in one specific section

of the P.0.R. (Section 3, p.14 ).

3. The Problem summary sheet should be used routinely by all Klinic staff.
This may involve re-training the staff from the other Programs on the correct use

of the P.0.R. (Section 3, p.16 ).

4, The telephone and front desk referral process should be reviewed and a

protocol developed which would ensure that referrals were being made to services

or programs that are sensitive to Klìnic's clients. Cl'ient feedback on the use of

these resources could also be so]icited from time to time to ensure that cl'ients

were satisfied with the services they received (section 3, p.22 ).

5. Entries in the P.0.R. should be coded by Program name while retain'ing

their prob'lem oriented focus. This may mean simply writing "M.P." for Medical

Program after each entry is signed or heading each entry with the Progran name.

This is especial'ly important given the Î'ledical Program's use of casua'l staff for

vacat'ion and 'il lness rel ief and the number of vol unteers employed in other

Progr ams ( Sect i on 3, p .2 ? ) .

2.2. The Cl ient Survey

The clients who responded to the Client Survey closely resembled those

sampled jn the P.O.R. Review in terms of the'ir age and sex-
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Generally clients appeared satisfied with the Medical Program. Despite the

fact that 35.6% of the Survey respondents felt embarrassed, scared, nervous, anbi-

valent or uncomfortab'le when they initially came to the Medical Program,100Í

stated they would use the Program again.

The Medi cal Program was al so rated hi ghl y on the vari ab'les "persona'l " ,

"caring", "confidentiaì" and "availabìe". An overwhelming majority (96.51) of the

respondents saw the Medical Program as a place that takes an interest in them as a

who'l e person .

Many of the respondents were currently being seen by another health prac-

titioner (35.8%). A majority identif ied a private phys'ician as the most fre-
quent'ly used "other medical service" (64.5Í of the clients who answered this
question). Most clients were unable to accurately identify the services provided

by the Medical Program other than those they had a'lready received.

0f those clients who dropped in, many appeared unaware of their option of

makìng an appo'intment. ûf those who dropped in, 88.2?4 ind'icated they would make

an appoìntment with the Medical Program "if they knew the could".

A small but significant number of Survey respondents had misinformat'ion about

the staff employed by the Program. The Medical Program was seen by 16% of the

clients as "a clinic that uses mainìy student doctors". This may be related to

the opinion of L?.L% of the respondents who identified the Medical Program as less

capabìe that the other medical service they had used the most.

It would appear that clients could benefit from information about the ser-

vices offered by the Medical Program, clients'opt'ion of making appointments with

the practitioner of their choice, and the staff that are employed by the Program.

Only 19 of the 106 clients who completed the Survey form made program or

service recommendations. The most frequently made recommendations focused on

birth control and nutrition. A more spec'ific list of potential programs and ser-

vices could be distributed to clients by management for program pìanning purposes.
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Additional reconmendations which re]ate to the contents of Sect.ion 4 are:
6. Clients currently using another medical service should be asked to indi-

cate which of the specific services they are recéiving outside of K'linic would
they'like to be receiving from the Medical Program. This could prov.ide additional
i nformation on c'lients' perceptions of the frledical Program and on its image vis a
vis other medical services. (Section 4, p.2g ).

7- As was suggested above, cJients should be made aware of the range of ser-
vices provided by the Medical program staff. (section 4, p.zg ).

8. Cl ients should be re-educated regarding the option of making appointments
with the Medical Program and with individuaì practitioners (Section 4, p.Zg ).

9. The perception of the Medical Program as "Jess capab'le', should be
addressed by Program staff and management to determine what part of this percep-
tjon is based on imaqe, client misconceptions, etc. (section 3, p.31)

10. Prior to engaging in program planning, the health needs of current
cl'ients should be assessed direcily. (Section 4, p.31 ).

2.3 Observation of Program Activities.

The f'low of clients through the Medical Program was observed to be a func-

tion of the nurùer of staff emp'loyed by the Program and the space provided for

service delivery. A reception area cro!úded during peak periods, too few exa-

mining rooms given the number of practitioners employed at any one time, and

I imi ted washroom fací I i ti es al'l effected cl i ent f'low through the Program. The

multiple functions of the front desk staff also generated minor delays, despite

their efforts to respond quickly to waiting clients.

Additional areas of observation which management may want to address are:

- billing and record keeping for "one-shot" pregnancy tests;
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- the functions of the Medical Assistants which are not included in their

job description and;

- file (P.0.R.) control.

Recomrnendations which follow from the Observation exencise ane:

11. It would benefit clients and staff by having one additional support
staff person attached directìy to the Medical Program. The function of th'is
person could be to act as receptionist for Medical Program clients, control and

monitor the use of P.0.R.'s and attend Medical Program meetings - providing
feedback to the Program on their Intake process (Section 5, p.33).

12. Health education literature, focussing on some of the areas mentioned
by cìients in the Client Survey could be made available to waiting clients
(Section 5, P.34).

13. The Medical Assistant's job description could be reviewed to encom-
pass the full r'ange of tasks performed in this position (Sect'ion 5, P.35).

14. To ref I ect the Medi cal Program's emphasi s on the whol e pe'.son, a'lì
services of a social or emot'ional support nature shouìd be documented'in the
P.0.R. (Section 5, p. 35).

15. A file should be kept of all clients who use Klinic for its pregnancy
testing service, to allow for fol'low-up of its frequent user.s (Section 5, P.35).

15. Si ngle cl ients over 18 shou'ld be automat'icaì 1y billed through
M.H.S.C. for pregnancy testing. A'll other clients could be asked if they would
be wi'lling to supply their M.H.S.C. number for billing purposes (Sectjon 5,
P.35).

L7. Greater controì should be deveìoped of the P.0.R.'s. All files not
in the filing cabinets should be signed out on reconded as missing. All files
should be returned to the front desk at the end of each day (Section 5, p.17)
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2.4 Medical Program Objectives.

The exp'licit statement of Program Objectives, developed with Prognam Staff
and Management individua'lly and collectively, encompasses curative and perven-
tive aspects of health care and reìects the Program's goal of providing access-
ibile services to special needs groups.

t'lhile there was a general staff consensus regarding the majority of objec-
tives, there was varying emphasis on involvement with the geographic catchment
area. Some staff members feìt that the principle Program objectives shou'ld sup-
port a catchment area focus. Others wished to retain a community of need focus
and their geographically distributed client population. All agreed that addi-
tional social and medical support services should be made avajlable to existing
and prospective clients of the Medical Program.

Specific aoa'ls for the Pnogram that were put forth by Medica'l Program per-
sonnel involved extensions of services currently being offered and senvice
add'it'ions i ncl udì ng the devel opment of programs for seì ect cl i ent groups. It
was recognized that supports w'ithin Klinic would have to be in pìace before many

of these goa'ls could be realized. Some of the supports mentìoned were time
al I ocated for program p'lanni ng and nesearch, a better re1at j onshi p between

Kl'inic Programs and additional fac'il ities.

Some recormendations, intended to assist the Program in meeting the'ir
objecti ves are:

18. The target for service should be clearly specified by the Medical
Program (Section 6, p.39 ).

19. A program focussed effort dinected at current cìients'liv'ing in the
geographic catchment area could be initiated, combini.ng the goaìs and object'ives
of the various members of the Medical Program. If this program was offered to
commun'ity nesidents'in addition to current clients'it could act as a measure of
conÍnunity response to a health oriented outreach prognam without unduly
stra'ining current resources. (Section 6, p.40 )"
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sEcïIoN 3

PROBLEM ORIINTED RTCORD REVIEI.I

3.1 Introducti on

The Problem Oriented Record (P.0.R.) Review examined the medical records
of clients seen in the Medical Program duning the period of May 1,1983 - Apri'l
30, 1984. The final samp'le size was 631 clients se]ected at random with a random

start from among those clients whose names appeaned on the Medicaì Program Log

during that period. Ïhe sampl'ing ratio t{as 1/10 P.O.R.'s. Since the Log was used

as the samp'ling frame, those clients receiving medical services from the Conmunity

Services Program were not 'included in the sampìe unless they also visited the
Medical Program at Klinic during the one year period. In addition, those clients
who names appeared on the Log more than once from May 1, 1983 - Apriì 30, 1984 had

a greater likelihood of being included in the samp'le. To ensure that individual
P.0.R.'s were revjewed only once, each P.O.R. was marked as it was examined. A

replacement P.0.R. was substituted for those P.0.R.'s that were sampled more than
once in two additiona'l random sampìing exercises.

Each P.0.R. was examined using the Client Data Retrieval Form (refer to
Appendix A), which was pre-coded to fac'ilitate computer anaìysis. Two separate
checks on reliability were made during the P.O.R. Review. In each instance,5
study numbers were selected at random from among those aìready assigned to
cl'ients. These were linked to client numbers and the cornesponding P.0.R.'s weÍ-e

scored again by the same rater. Onìy two questions were scored jnconsistently.
The first question, number of visits to the Med'ical Program from May 1, 1983 -
April 30,1984 was scored inconsistently in 1 of 10 cases. This was, in part, due

to the difficulty distinguishing between an office visit and a telephone call.
(See Recorrnendation No. 1). The second question that was scored 'inconsistently

was the total number of primary health care diagnosis. This was sconed incon-
sistent'ly in l of 10 cases. To maximize the consistency of scoring in this area,
a detailed ìist of health care d'iagnosis fal'ling into categories of nepnoductive
health care and primary health care were devised'in consultation with Hedical
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Program management. This list was referred to for the duration of the P.0.R.
Review and will be discussed in subsection 3.2.1.

3.2 Results of the P.0.R. Review.

The data was analyzed at two leveìs: (1) using the total sample and (2) by

breaking down the total sample into two groups, (a) those individuals ìiving in
the geographic catchment aneas and (b) those living outside of the geographic
catchment area. The geographic catchment area was defined as the area fnom Main

Street west to Raglan Road, and from Portage Avenue south to the Assin'iboine
Ri ver"

3.2.L Total Sample Results.

The age d'istribution of the total sample, depicted in Figune 1 js as

f ol I ows:
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As can be seen from Figure 2, the majority of clients were born between 1947

and 1967 w'ith a mean age of 27 years. The ìargest group of clients were born in
1962 and are 22 years of age.
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In the total sample, 28.41 of the clients were ma'le and 71.5% were female.

A tstal of 175 clients or 27.7I live in the catchment area, ident'ified
using postal codes where possible and home addresses for those clients'living'in
the R3G postal zone which is onìy partly in the catchment area. Onìy 17 postal

codes out of the 631 cases were identified as missing. In order to ensure the
accuracy of this measure, the addresses and postal codes were taken from the
registration information form K:01 or from the most recent lab report form if the
information contained on the two forms differed. Figure 3 provides a detai'led
picture of the geographic distribution by postal code areas of the samp'le client
population. Not included in Figure 3 are the number of clients liv'ing outside the
Greater llinnipeg Area and out of province. Twenty or 3.4% of the clients sampled

l'ive outsjde of the Greater l{innipeg Area. Five clients or 1% of the total sampìe

popul ati on I i ve outsi de of Mani toba.
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It is important at this point to highlight the discrepancies found between

the information contained in form K:01 and in the rema'inder of the P.O.R. The

address and postal code variab'les which usua'l'ly appeared on form K:01 and in the

remainder of the P.0.R. serve as ca3e examp'les of these d'iscrepancies and raise

questions as to the re'liability of the data taken solely from form K:01 as a

measure of current client status. In a significant number of cases, the addresses

and postal codes on form K:01 and on the most recent lab reports differed. In

addition, cìients may have moved 4 or 5 times sjnce form K:01 was completed. No

standardized mechanism for recording changes to the original K:01 data were found

'in the P.O.R. Review (See Reconmendation No. 2) .

Labour force attachment, education, current relationship status, dependent

children at home, certification and ìiving arrangements, were all taken direct'ly

from form K:01 and therefore should not necessarily be v'iewed as current,

depending on when the client fi'lled out the form. The numbers and percentages of

cl'ients in each category of each variable are listed ìn Appendix B. The modal

category for the variable of labour force attachment was "employed fu1'l t'ime" with

37.8% of the people respond'ing to that questjon being in that category. It should

be noted, however, that 139 clients or 22l- of the responses were missing.

The majority of clients or 53.7% had completed grades 9-12. When the

miss'ing cases are excluded from the analysis this percentage become 60.3% of the

actual responses.

The majority of clients or 58.5Í jndicated they had never married in

contrast to the 16.8% who are married or livìng as married.

0n]y 15.5% of the sample popu'latjon indicated they have children. Mjssing

data accounted for 24.2% of the variation in response.

The modal category for cert'ification was "none" (29.2%). High school cer-

t'ification ranked third with 24.9/" of the responses falling in this category"

Approximately one quarter or 26.8f of the responses were missing.



The largest group of individuals or 41.8Í indicated they were living w.ith
inmediate family members. Twenty percent of the respondents failed to identify
their living arrangements on form K:01.

In response to the questions "How did you hear of Kìinic,,? and,,l,lhy did you
come to K'linic"? a small number of people checked more than one answer. A total
of 3 possible responses were inc'luded in this anaìysis. The frequency of respon-
ses to each category have been summarized below:

(a) How did you hear of Klinic?

Category No. of Responses in Cat egor y

Friend or Relative Using KlinÍc Services
Klinic Staff member or Volunteer
Publ ic Relations Pamphìets, Advertisements
Newspaper Articìes, Television Interviews
0ther Agency or Professional
Missing

(b) |.Jhy did you come to Klinic?

Category

Referred by Klinic Staff or Volunteer
Referred by.Another Agency or professionaì

Recommended by Friend of Reìative
Looking for "Alternate Health Care,,

Services Aren't Avai I able EI sewhere

Conf identi a'lity of Serv.ices

Convenient Location
Missing

289

34

94

30

53

15s

No. of Res ponses 'in Cat egory

19

49

203

73

16

t24
86

116

Notably, a signifjcant number of clients were made aware of Kljnic or were
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recornmended to Klinic by a friend or relative.

One variable which the study attempted to tap was the source of neferra'l to
the Medical Program in those cases where the client indicated that they had heard
of Klinic through a staff member or volunteer or were referred to Klinic by a

staff member or volunteer. In 99.5% of the cases it was impossible to accurately
determine which of the other Klinic Programs made the initial referral to the
Medical Program. (See Reconrnendation No.3). In part this was due to inadequate
use of the blue Problem sumd¡ary sheet.

The next variabìe examined was the number of visits made to the Medical
Prognam from May 1, 1983 to April 30, 1984. This number was acquined by
reviewi.ng the entries made in the P.O.R. for that period. 0n'ly office v.isits in
which clients were seen by Nurse Practititioners, Physicians, or the Medicaì
Ass'i stant were recorded. Entri es coded "LAB" were not i ncl uded as vi s.its. Where

there was no coding by Med'ica'l Program staff identifying the nature of the entry,
a content anaìysis was made to ascerta'in whether or not the client was pr.esent.
If it could be determined that the client was present, the entry was coded as an

office visit. The number of visits in a one year period ranged from I to 41.
Over half of the clients samp'led, however, visited the Med'ical program 3 times or
less ìn the one year period. A complete breakdown of the frequencìes fon this
variable aPpears'in Appendix B. A summanized version appeans in Fjgure 4. The
males wene slight'ly over-represented ìn the I and 2 visit categorjes and under-
represented in the 3-4 and 5-8 visit categories, suggesting that men are more
ìikely to use the Medical Program on a I and 2 visit basis than are women.

' The variable "most necent principìe diagnosis" was divided'into 3 cate-
gories: (1) reproductive health care d.iagnosis/serv.ices (Z) pr.imary health care
diagnosis/services and (3) both reproductive and primary health care
diagnosis/services. The diagnos'is/services and codes used in the daily log formed
the basis for t,he pre'liminary category breakdown. Those diagnostic and servìce
codes beginning with a r'Vrr were reviewed with Program management for inclus.ion in
the reproductive health care category. This included such diagnosis and services
as sexually transmitted disease assessment and treatment, b'inth control coun-
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Fig. 4
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selling and complete physical examinations for the purpose of determining birth
controì suitability. For a more complete list of reproductive health care diagno-
sis see Appendix C. Services and diagnosis of a general health care nature were

included in the primary health care category.

For those cases where more than one diagnosis or service was provided in a

single visit, the ìog was used to assist the evaluator in se]ecting the principle
diagnosis/service from among those identified in the P.0.R. where a reproductive
and primary heaìth care diagnosis and/or service were noted in the p.0.R. gll on

the daiìy log' category 3 was employed indicating both types of diagnosis and ser-
v'ices were the main types provided to the client.

For the total sampìe popu'lation,56.3% of the most recent principle diagno-
sis were reproductive health care related,401' were primary heaìth care reìated
and 3.3% were considered to be both reproductive and primary health care related.
Missing data accounted for .4% of the variation.

When secondary diagnosis and senvices are included in the ana'lys'is this
breakdown rema'ins rel ati vely simi I ar with reproducti ve heal th car.e servi ces bei ng

rendered in 55.4% of the cases and primary health care services.accounting for
44.5% of the total diagnosis and senv'ices provided. Using the most recent visit
as an index, approxjmately 27% of the clients received more than one diagnosis or
servi ce.

The variables of "total reproductive health care dìagnosis and servìces" and

"total primary health cane diagnosis and services" were recoded jnto thirds for
ease of interpnetation. These variables summarized all the diagnos'is and services
received by cì'ients from May 1, 1983 - April 30,1984, and included both principìe
and secondary diagnosis. Due to the difficuìty found in assessing whether or not
one particular d'iagnosis was new or recurrent, each diagnosis was counted as a new

d'iagnosis each visit. This was justified on the basis that the service rendered
in relation to the diagnosis was a discrete service. The exception to this rule
was prenatal clients. They were identified as having one repnoductive health care
diagnosis during the'ir entire prenataì period. The postnataì visit was coded as
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a separate repnoductive health care service. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the

breakdown of the total number of services in the reproductive and primary health

care categories. Each bar represents 33.3% of the cumulative frequencies in each

cat,egory.

Fig. 5
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CLIENT DATA RETRIEVAL FORI,I TNFORI,IATION
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The next 6 variab'les addressed separate specia'lity areas of service provi-
sion; specifically, fertility control services, contraceptive advice, sexualìy
transmitted disease assessment/treatment, depression assessment/treatment, prena-
ta] care and eating disorder assessment/treatment/monitoring. "Fertility contnol,,
included the provision of contraceptives and/or the assessment of client suitabi-
lity for the various contraceptive methods. A futl 33.2% of the clients samp]ed
received fertiìity controì services. "Contraceptive advice" was recorded only for
those who received counselling on birth contnol measures and did not receive an

examination' a pnescription for oral contraceptives or a birth controì device in
the same visit. This variabìe was selected as a measure of preventiveohealth care
practices and was a service provided to 7.8% of the client sampìe. Sexuaììy
tnansmitted disease (STD) assessment and/or treatment was provided to 6g.6% of the
total sampìe. This figure includes those clients who were routine'ly tested for
STD as part of their compìete physical examination. Only 4.1% of the c]ients
sampìed were treated for depression, the onìy mentaì health measure high'l.ighted.in
the study. Thirty-four or 5.4% of the sample received prenatal services from l,lay
1, 1983 to April 30,1984. Eight clients in the sample were treated or monjtored
for eating disordens. This inc]uded bulemia and anorexia nenvosa.

The final section of the Problem Oriented Record Review addressed the area
of referrals from the Medical Program to external senvices and to other programs

in Kl in'ic. The most frequent measured reason for referral was for 'lab tests,
x-rays and ultrasound with 534 or 84.8% of the clients samp'led being referred out
for these services. 0f those people referred out for lab tests,80.1% also
received STD assessment and treatment, suggesting that a significant majority of
the I ab tests were STD rel ated.

The next most frequently made referrals were for specialized medical
services. 21.7% of the clients sampìes nere referred to other physicians for con-
suìtation or specialized medical services. Only 1.3Í of the clients samples were
referred to sociaì services for assessÍEnt or fol'low-up. This figure may

undenestimate the number of referrals made to socia'l services, however, due to the
fact that not alì such referrals are entered into the P.O.R. according to program

Staff. (See Reconynendation No. 14) . On'ly one client was neferred to tJomen,s

Health Clinic in the one year period in this study. Again, thjs figur-e may not
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reflect the actual number referred. Some referrals may in fact take place over

the phone or prior to a P.O.R. being opened on a client, both of which would be

missed in a review of this nature (See Reconmendation No.4).

Referrals to Programs in Klinic were made for 24 or 3.8% of the Medica'l

Program clients. 0f those clients referred to other Klinic Programs, onìy 1

client or .2%was referred to Cormunity Services during the one year period.
Twenty-three clients or 3.6% were referred to the Counselìing Program during that
time. An additional L2 clients or 1.9Í were known to Cornmunity Services and

additional 14 or 2.2% were known to the Counselìing Program in the period under

review. In these 26 medical records it was difficult to ascertaìn when the client
was referred and with which program the initial contact was made. (See

Reconrnendation No. 5). These cases were inc'luded in the ana'lysis only to document

the extent of overìap between Programs.

3.2.2 Subsampìe Results - Geographic Catchment Area Data.

Separate frequencies were run for those individuals residing in the catch-
ment area. As was noted prev'iously, 175 clients or 27.7% of the total sampìe ìive
in the catchment area. 0n1y in those instances where the catchment area data dif-
fered from the total samp'le by greater than or equa'l lo 214 have the results been

included in this report. A summary of the differences found between the catchment

area subsample and the total c'lient sample are included in Appendix D.

Clients were also divided into two groups: (a) those residing in the
geographic catchment area; and, (b) those residing outside of this area.

Crosstabulations were then computed for all the variables to examine the frequen-

cies of their joint occurrence in each of these two groups. Chi square tests were

performed to examine the significance of the relationship between place of resi-
dence (catchment area/outside catchment area) and the other variables examined in
the Program RevÍew.
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Using the chi square test of independence in which no expected frequency was

less than 5 and the level of significance was less than or equal t0.05, the
following variables were found to be related to place of residence:

Vari abl e Level of Siqnificance

Edu cat i on

Relationship Status

Li vi ng Arrangements

How client heard of Klinic
tlhy client came to Klinic
Total number of visits
Most Recent Principle Diagnosis
Total number of Reproductive Health Care

Di agnosi s/Servi ces

Total number of Primary Hea'lth Care

Di agnosi s/Servi ces

Veneral Disease Assessment and/or
Treatment

Cì ient Sex

.002 with'2 degrees of freedom (df)

.05 df=Z

.0000 df=4

.03 df=l

.0000 df=5

.01 df=4

.0002 df=Z

.0003 df=Z

.0004 df=3

.004

.002

df=1

df= I

Catchment area clients were more likely than clients ìiving outside of the
areas to be less educated, to have been manried, to be living common]aw or be

separated, divorced or.widowed. They were less likely to be living with ímmediate
family. Catchment area clients were more likeìy to have heard of Kl'inic through a

friend or re]ative and to have come t,o Klinic on the basis of that referral or
because of Klinic's location. Catchment area clients were over-represented .in the
"greater than 9 visit" category and under-nepresented in the "l and 2 vìsit"
categories. They were more likely than clients ìiving outside of the catchment
area to receive primary hea'lth care services from the Medical Program. Catchment
area clients were less like'ly to have received veneral disease assessment and/or
treatment. They were also more ìike'ly to be male.
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SECTION 4

CLIENT SURVEY

4.L Introduction"

A tota'l of 106 clients of the Medical Program completed the Cl'ient Survey,

which was distributed to every jndividual aged 12 years and over who visíted the
Medical Program in a one week period. Cl ients anonymity was assured in the
introduction to the survey and clients were given the option of receiving the

survey results, thus supporting the position of Kl inic vis a v'is its cl'ient
body.

For a two day period, prior to the distribution of the final cl ient sur-
V€y, an open ended questionarire was given to clients to pr'e-test their respon-

ses to certain items. The final survey was significantly mod'ified based on

client responses to the pre-test. The pre-test and the final client survey are

provided in Appendix A.

Twenty-two of the total number of cl'ients aged 12 years and over who

visited the Medical Program in the one week period did not compìete the Client
Survey. 0f this number 6 clients refused to compìete the survey,5 had already
filled out the survey earìier in the one week period, 10 were missed or returned
their survey form prior to its compìetion due to the client being called in to
see a pract'itioner, ârìd l was a sexual assault c'lient who was not asked to
complete the survey due to her emotiona'l state.

4.2 Results of the Survey

The age of the survey respondents varjed from 12 years to 66 years, w'ith

the I argest number of cl ients in the 21 years of age category. The mean or

average age vras 25.562 years with a standard deviation of 8.204. F'igure 7 shows

the aqe distribution of the survey respondents. As figure 7 illustrates, the
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ages of the respondents are concentrated in the 17 to 31 years categories, a

tighter concentration than that found in the P.O.R. Review.
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The second variable, measuring the distance in blocks or miles clients
ìived fnom Klinic, indicates that 29 of the 106 clients live L/? a mile or less
from K]inic, ?2 clients live l-2 miles from Klinic, 13 live 3-4 miles from
Klinic, 18 clients live 5-6 miles from Klinic, I live 7-15 miles from Klinic and
8 live more than 15 miles from Klinic.

Eighty-four or 79.2% of the respondents were female. Twenty-two or 20.8f,
were ma'le. Given that the clients who refused to compìete the survey were pre-
dominantly male (4 out of 6), these figures close'ly resemble those summarized in
the proceeding section.

The largest group of clients, or 30.2%, were visiting the Medical program

for the first time in the past year. Although the survey did not tap this
directly' many of these clients appeared to be new clients of the program, based
on their responses to other items on the questionnaire.

An additional third of the clients visited the Medical Program 1-3 t.imes
in the last year. The remaining third visited the Program lron 4-24 times in
that peniod. The average number of visits in the ìast year was 3.39. Figure g

graphically depicts the distribution of the number of visits in the last year.

(sEE FTGURE 8)
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Over one third of the resportdents (35.8%) are currently seeing another
doctor or health practitioner outside of Klinic. (See Recorrnendation No. 6).

In response to the open-ended question regarding the type of service clients
have received from the Medical Program clients named a range of services
including routine check ups, veneraì disease treatment, pediatric services, blood
work, pregnancy counselling, gynaecological services. The most frequent'ly men-

tioned medical service vúas the complete physical examinations or "physical", noted
in 31.1Í of the cases.

a

Most clients did not respond when asked to name some of the other ser-
vices they thought wene provided by the Medical Program. Several mentioned ser-
vices provided by other Programs in Klinic like counselling and 24 hours crises
services (See Reconmendation No. 7).

When asked to identify how they feìt when they first came to Klinic, the
majority of clients, felt comfortable. A complete breakdown of responses to
this item is as follows:

No. of Cl ient Responses

comfortabl e
embarrassed

rel axed

scared

othen

56

11

16

2L

11

Total 115

As the total indicates, some clients checked two responses to this item.
Those responses included in the "other" category were 4 responses of "nervous",
2 of "uneâsy"r 2 or "uncomfortablê", l or "ambivalent", l of "ill", and l of
"thankfulI for free services".
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The majority of clients (54.2%) indicated that the last time they visited
the Medical Program they had seen a Doctor Twenty-one or 25.3% indicated they had

seen a Nurse Practitioner. One fifth (20.5%) were unsure of whom they had seen.
57.5% asked to see the same person for this visit and an oven¡helming 81.3% said
they prefer to see the same person each time they come to the Medical program.

Sixty-six or 62.3% of the respondents usualìy make an appointment with the
Medical Program. Twenty-eight or ?6.41, usually drop in. 0f those clients who

do drop in,88.2% would make an appointment if they knew they could. (see
Recorrnendation No. 8).

The time spent waiting to see a Practitioner varies from 0-90 minutes. The
most frequentìy mentioned time spent waiting was 15 minutes with 19.4% of the
clients stating they waited this length of time. The mean time spent wa.iting
was 21.3 minutes with a standard deviation of L8.727. A sizeable major.ity
(57.5%) felt that the time spent waiting was acceptabìe. Fourteen clients
(L3.2%) fe]t the wait was too long. Fifteen clients (L4.2%) were unable to
respond, since this was their first visit to the Medical Program. Sjxteen
(15.1%) did not answer the quest.ion.

The next I items addressed client percept'ions of the Medical program

and'its staff, dealing with some of the areas that staff identified as sources
of confusion for clients. Missing data accounted for an average of 33% of the
responses and was excluded from the figures reported herein.

It should be apparent that in the following figures, the same person may

identify the Medical Program in terms of several of its components. It is also
apparent that some clients are unsure of the services offered by the program and
unaware of the qualifications of its staff.

Approximateìy half of the clients who responded (47.9%) indicated they
felt the Medical Program was "mostìy for locaì community residents',. This
figune is interestìng given that less than one thir.d of the clients sampìed l.ive
in the catchment area.
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Approximateìy haìf of the Client Survey respondents (47.8%) fe]t the Medical

Program was a V.D. clinic.

A majority, or 78.9% of c'lients, feìt that the Medicaì Program teaches

cìients how to take care of themselves.

28.3% of clients who responded, indicated that they see the Medical

Program as a clinic that uses mainly student doctors. This item, however, had

the largest amount of missing data. I'Jhen the figure is adjusted to account for
missing data the 28.3% of respondents is reduced to 16% of the total client
sample.

Most of the cl'ients (96.51) see the Medical Program as a place that takes

an interest in clients as a whole person.

Approximately 3/4 of the respondents (77.6%) see the Medical Program as a

B i rth Control C] i ni c.

An overwhelming majority (95.81) feel the staff are well trained. Most of
the clients surveyed (80.6%) feel the Medical Program is a fami'ly practice
cl'inic.

Most of the cl ients sampled have used another medical serv'ice (77 .4%) ,

This figure takes into account the missing data. The most conmonly used service
'is the Private Physician, with almost half $6.2%) of the clients indicating that
they have used th'is type of medical service. The next most frequent'ly used ser-
vice was the emergency department, with another clinic being the third most fre-
quentìy used service mentioned. A total of 13.2% and LL.3% mentioned each of
these two respective services.

Those clients who had used another service, when asked to compare that
service to the Medical Program, genera'l1y ranked the Medical Program very
favourably on the variables "persona'|", "caring" and "available". 0n the
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variable "capable", however, 59.lf of those clients who answered the question,
indicated it was as capabìe as the other services they had used, !2.L% indicated it
was less capab'le and 28.8% found it more capable (See Recormendation No.

9). Regarding the confidentia'lity of the Medica'l Program, 39.7% of the clients who

responded felt the Medical Program was ë confidential as other services, 2.91

felt it was less confidential and 57.4f felt it was more confidential.

0f those clients who responded to guestion 20 "Does Klinic's Medical

Program meet your health needs?u 96.4f indicated that it does. Only 3 clients
indicated it did not. Twenty-two c'lients failed to answer this question.

All of the clients who answered questions 21 and 22 indicated that they
wou'ld send a friend to the Medical Program and that they wou'ld use the Medical

Program again. Twenty-one clients (19.81) and eighteen (17.0f) clients did not

respond to these respective items.

The final two survey items, asking clients to identify additional health
il'lness problems or health education programs they thought the Medical Program

should consider, received few responses. Eight cìients responded to both survey
items. Six c'lients responded to item 23 which asked clients to ident'ify other
health or illness problems that the Medical Program should look at. Five

c'lients responded with program suggestions or corments about the services

offered by Klinic's Medical Program. These conments are surrmarized in Table 1.

The most frequently mentioned topics v{ere birth control and nutrition and the

need for programs in those areas.

Despite the low response rate to these questions, a direct assessment of
the need to examine the problem areas or deve'lop any of the program areas noted

in Table I may be useful. It is possibìe that the open-ended nature of the

questions as well as their placement at tne end of the survey contributed to the

limited nunber of responses they received (See Reconmendation No. 10).
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TABLE 1

cLIENT SURVEy RESPoNSES T0 QUESTIoNS 23 AND 24

Question 23:'r['lhat other health or il]ness problems do you thínk the Medica'l

Program should look?

- probìems with the elderly, gerÍatrics
- day care for children
- needs indentified by client body

- childrens' needs

- physical and emotional problems associated with puberty
- nutritional prob'lems - cl ient based & cornnunity based

- chiropractic related conerns

- cold

- holistic health
- existing problems should be dealt with more extensively

by developing in-house lab services
- prenatal cl asses

- dental probìems

- local health needs

Question 24: "Are there any health education programs you fee'l should be offered
by the Medical Program?

- counselling and self help programs for the elder'ly
- nutrition and keeping fit programs

- services for practicing homosexuals

- holistic (herbal etc.) preventive advice

- prenatal cl asses

- birth control classes
- education programs related to puberty

- genera'l preventive information on nutrition cancer detection
- teenage birth control
- drug abuse

- involvement in high schoo'l programs related to sexual abuse,

child abuse, family'life education.
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SECTION 5

OBSERVATION OF PROGRAM ACTIVITiES

5.1 Introducti on

The purpose of the observation exercise was to document the flow of clients
through the Medical Program. The exercise was carried out for one week

concurrent'ly with the Client Survey, placing the evaluator in a quasi participant
observer position. The method used in the observation exerc'ise was to observe
clients from the front desk area and simpìy record the process as it occurred.
The limitations of thjs method are: (a) the absence of a detai'led observation
schedu'le reduces the reliability of the conclusions; and (b) the physicaì 'locat'ion

of the observer situated behind the front desk, ìimits the conclusions that can be

drawn from this exercise. Despite these constraints several recornnendations were

generated from the observatìon process, making the data important to the Program

Review as a whole"

5.2 Results of the Observation Exercise

Cl ients first contact with the Medical Program was through the front desk

staff. This staff person(s) was not always able to attend to the clients
irmedi ateìy due to her multip'le functions as receptioni st, fi le clerk, appoi ntment

schedu'ler, referral agent and typist. Depend'ing on the number of incoming

telephone calls, c.lients waited at the front desk from 0-4 minutes. (See

Reconmendation No. 1l).

Clients were usuaìly sent to the waiting room after they had made their
presence known at the front desk. Client perceptions of time spent in the waiting
room was reviewed in Section 3. The maximum time that clients were observed to
spend in the waiting room during the one week period was 60 minutes. This ìengthy
waiting time occurred during a busy "walk in" period and does not reflect the
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average waiting time for the Medical Program which vras approximately 15-20
minutes. This estimate was consistent with the average time reported by clients
in the Client Survey. The time spent waiting was occupied by reading the
magazines, etc. avaiìable in the waiting room, by fil'ling out the Client Survey
form or by just sitting in a chair (see Recormendation No. 12)

C'lients were then usua'l1y seen by a Doctor or a Nurse Pnactitioner who,
after reviewing their P.O.R., caìled the client into the examining room. 0n

occasion the client was sent diiectly from the reception desk to the washroom for
a urine sample but this was the exception and not the rule. The "circus systêm',, o

reconnended by Dr. Rose, was not observed to be in place during the observation
peniod. Given the number of Doctors and Nurse Practitioners working on an average
day and the limited number of examining rooms, this system does not appear
workable at this time.

l{hen the practitioners had finished seeing clients, clients e'ither left
Kl inic directly or returned to the fnont desk to make a fo'lìow-up appo'intment.
Those clients makìng folìow-up appointments were generaìly aware of the reason for
the follow-up which assisted the fnont desk staff in scheduling these appointments
appropriateìy. Every effort was made by front desk staff to attend to these
clients immediately although once again staff were constrained by their mu'lt.ip1e
roles. Cl ients were routine'ly asked to state their preferences for a part.icular
practitioner. Appointments were genera'l1y scheduled at times that were convenient
to clients. The one difficulty occurred when front desk staff attempted to
schedule lengthy appointments (e.g. for a complete physicaì examination) for
clients with part time practitioners. Some of the clients who were faced with
this'situation agreed to see whomever was avaiìabìe. 0ther ciients chose to wait
for their preferred practìtioner. 0n several occasions this wait was beyond the
ìength of time suggested by the Physician or Nurse practitioner.

5.3 Additional Corments

Several additional observations which were made in conjunction with the
P.0"R. Review and the Observation exercise have been included below in point form.
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1. The Medical Assistants' activities appeared to extend beyond

those duties included in their job description. Some of the counselling and

referral functions should be noted in the P.0.R. to document the full range or

services provided to clients of the Medcial Program (Recorrrnendation No. 13 and

14) .

2. Pregnancy tests are not aìways permanently recorded and Manitoba

Health Services Commission bil'ling forms are often not completed for individuals

coming to Klinic solely for that purpose. This creates at least two potential

problems: (a) any additional revenue that may be generated by billíng for

these tests is lost to Klinic; and (b) there is no way óf tracking or

contacting individuals who come to Klinic for frequent testing and may benefit

by contraceptive advice or other preventive services (See Reconanendation No. 15

and 16).

3. One of the tasks which consumes front desk staff time is locating

files which are missing from the file cabinets. There are at'least eight separate

p'laces where P.O.R.'s may be found at any one time. Files are also kept in

individua'l offices overnight which generates problems for the Medical Program

Staff during the day and the Crisis Line staff during the evenings. Many of the

fi]es which were found to be missing were not signed out to staff people (See

Recormendation No. 17).
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SECTION 6

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

6.1 [ntroduction.

The task of specifying program objectives enables a Program to cìear'ly
identify its desired outcome(s) and establish criterion of its effectiveness or
success. The obiective setting exercise addressed individual and group

percept'ions of Program objectives, providing individual staff members w'ith the
opportunity to exPress their views and allowing staff as a group to begin to deal
with the issues of Program objectives and direction.

Individual staff members vrere requested to complete a brief form which
asked them to list the current objectives of the Medjcal Program, identify how

these objectiVes could be measured, jndicate what dinection they thought the
Program should be taking and'identify some specific goals for the Program. (See

Appendì x A). ,

Nine staff members comp'leted the form, many of them in considerable detail.
These individual responses were then summarized and presented for discussion'in a

Medjcal Program neeting. 0n the basis of this discussion a preliminary Statement
of Objectives was drafted. This preliminary draft was presented jn a subsequent

Medical Program meeting for discussion and modification. The final draft of
Medical Program Objectives appeans in Table 2.

6.2 Resul ts.

The individual staff members responses to the request that they list the
current Program objectives fell into one of three groups. The'largest group

conta'ined those'individuals who stated that the main objective of the l¡ledical

Program was to provide first contact or primary health care services to clients
of the Medical Program, thereby netaining the Programs's "communjty of need"

focu s "
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I

TABLE 2

FINAL DRAFT: ['IEDICAL PR0GRAH OBJECTMS

To provide first contact or primary medical care to clients of the Medical

Program. This includes: assessing the health needs of clients, providing
diagnostic and treatment services to clients and coordinating services with
referral sources. I'ledi cal care wi I I be provi ded f i rst to cl i ents who

have been seen before in the Medical Program and second to new or
prospecti ve cl ients.

To provide services that are accessible, especia'lly to s'ing'!e ¡rothens, ìow
'income indiyiduals and families, the elder'ly, youth, women and the gay

popuìation. Program components that relate to accessibility are: walk in
times, evening hours and the communication skills of the Staff.

To i ncrease cl 'i ents understandi ng of hea I th and i I I ness. The assumpt'i on

underlining this obiective is that increased understand'ing of health and
'illness will enable ear'ly detection and/or prevention of illness theneby
promoting heaìth.

To offer a range of alternative health services which differ from those
offered within a traditional practice model.

To expand maternal/child care services, increasing the number of clients
seen in this area and developing the support services needed to
accommodate this increase.

To support the practice preferences of the staff currentìy emp'loyed by

the Medical Program thereby neducing st.aff turnover.

To increase the participat'ion of the Medical Prognam at the Board and

and Management level.

To continue to accept referrals fnom Corrnun'ity Services providing home

visits to the'ir cl jents when necessary.

a

2.

3

4

5

6

7

8.
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The second'largest group was composed of those individuals whÒ identified
the main obiective of the Medical Program as providing comprehensive primary
health care services to the catchment area.

The minority position, hetd by only one individuaì, was that the objective
of the Medical Program was to provide focused health care services in the area of
reproductive health care. Although this view is significant in that it reflects a

different service thrust, given that it is the position of only one individual it
will not be considered in this discussion.

The obvious difference in the objectives identified by the two ìargest
groups of Staff members is their intended targets of medical service. I,lhile this
difference is important and will be discussed in more detail later in this section
it is also essential to high]ight the similaritìes, reflected in the elements of
health care associated with the objectives noted by members of each group. These
similarities have been summarized under the following head'ings which related
direct'ly to reconrnendation in Secti on Zz

(1) Curative: al'l staff members mentioned a diagnostic/treatment aspect
of health care.

(2) Preventive: preventive health care was mentioned direcily or
indirectly by all staff members. This incìuded health educat'ion
programs, self-help techniques and life-ski'lìs programs and supports.

(3) Accessibi'lity: in add'ition to providing primary heaìth care, al l
staff members felt the Medical Program had to be availabìe, as

operationalized by walk-in times and sensitivity to special needs
groups.

(4) Health Provider Attitudes: this element relates to the framework or
manner in which services are provided and reflects the values of the
staff. Included under this heading 'is recognition of the physical,
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sociaì, emotionaì and cultural components of the individual and a

belief in the patient's right to participate in their health care.

(5) Referral: this element was noted by several staff members who

stressed collaboration and consultation between a variety of
health professionals.

The element mentioned only by members of the group which had a catchment
area focus was "Outreach" which inc'luded home visits to the elderìy and conrmunity

medicaì services to special needs groups is the catchment area.

The difference in the intended targets of service by the two groups

continued during the discussion in the Medical Program meeting. As Table 2

'indicates, however, attempts were made to neconcile thjs difference. The opinion
expressed by members of both groups can be p'laced on a continuum, wit,h those who

would like to be primarily invoìved in the catchment area at one extreme and those
who would like to retain their city wide client base at the other. trlany staff
members appear comfontable with a middle position. As was indentified in
Recommendation No.18, clearly identifying a target for service should be a

management priority.

''-'The question addressing the ways of measuring the objectives was responded
o on an item by item basis related to the individual objectives identified by

taff members. Each objective identifÍed in Table 2 should be linked to a program

cOmpOnent and a means of measurement to determine the effectiveness of the Program

âs a whole. Aìthough the scope of this review does not extend into the area of
rleasuring Program effectiveness, an exampìe of the type of ana'lysis needed to
þrepare for such an evaluation is included in Table 3 using object'ives 1-4 from
I

labìe 2. (Tabìe 3 appears at the end of this section).

Proposals for Program direction were also spìit into those favouring an

expansion into the geographic catchment area and those favouring a more vanied
service approach to current clients. The former gnoup mentioned expanding home

senvices to geriatrics and adopting a closer working re'lationship (team approach)
with cotnmunity services to deal with local health needs. In the latter group, the

t

rS
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maiority mentioned an extension of the famiìy practice model including obstetric
and pediatric services, with an emphasis onlow income and native families. A

need to move in the direction of offering additional support services to existing
and prospective clients was mentioned by people favouring the catchment area

focus and the community of need focus (See Reconunendation No.19).

Specific short term goa'ls have been summarized under the following heading:

(1) extensions of services currently being offered

(2) additions to services currentìy being offered

(3) supports to points (1) and (2)

(1) Extens'ions of servi ces current]y bei ng of fered

upgrade pediatric services

incnease the number of prenatals seen per year

devel op the post-nataì fol 'low-up servi ces

(2) Additions to services current'ly being offered

prenatal and parenting c'lasses and/or support groups

health education programs for specific patient groups

eg smoking sensation, relaxation, nutrition, teen sexuality,
bi rth control

develop a fo'llow-up program for ped'iatric senvices and train staff

develop a counselling component of the Medical Program
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(3) Supports to points (1) and (2)

more efficient use of patient appointment time

reasonable # of visits per week per practitioner
to ensure accessibility

being open more nights per. week to ensune ôccessibility

increased input from alìied professionals directly with
the Medical Program

integration with community services (maximize team approach

to health care)

new building with 'lab and X-ray facilities

more support between Programs

more time allo'cated for research and program development
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TABLE 3

Preliminany l'lork-up : Measuring Program Effectiveness

OBJ ECTI VE PROGRAM COMPONENT

Providing medical

care fi rst to
cl ients

2. 1o prov'ide access'ibl e- wal k i n times

services - evening hours

1. Providing primary

medical care

- actual service provided e.g. CPE

detailed in terms of the steps

i nvol ved

- ? how is this ensured

- ? what formal or informal system

supports this objective

- f j tt i ng c'l i ents i nto appoi ntment

schedule

I.IEASUREI,IENT

- file audit of a

qual ity assurance

natu re

- per review

- cl ient
sati sf act'ion

- client survey

re: cl i ent
preferences rat,'io

of
- number of clients

squeezed in

compared to
number turned

away

NOTE: Accessibility includes (A) clients knowledge of services; (B) clients
undenstanding of how to use services; (C) availability of services;

and (D) resources to meet demands of (A) and (B)
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3. To increase clients - breast self examination
understanding of
health and illness

4. To offer a range of
alternative health

servi ces

- before and after
study (given to
cl ients before

and after
teachi ng ) .

- time series study

to see if Medical

Program cl ients
are more aware of
preventive health

care

- compari son of
Medical Program

services to
servi ces offered
at random'ly

sel ected cl i ni cs
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APPENDIX A

DATA COLLECTION FORMS USED

IN PROGRAM REVIEI.J



CLIENT DATA RETRIEVAL FORM

\ME

SURNAME GIVEN NAME

,IENT NUMBER:

'UDY NUMBER ASSIGNED TO CLIENT

TE OF BIRTH

ST RECENT ADDRESS:

STAL CODE

BOR FORCE ATTACHMENT

UCATION

RRENT RELATIONSHIP STATUS

PENDENT CHILDREN AT HOME

ìTIFICATION

/ING ARRANGEMTNTS

.I CLIENT HEARD OF KLINIC

I CLIENT CAME TO KLINIC

REFERRED TO MEDiCAL PROGRAM BY KLINIC
\FF, I^/AS STAFF PERSON FROM:

IBER OF VISITS TO THE MED. PROGRAM
rM MAY 1, 1983 - APRIL 30, 1984

as coded on regis-
tration form K:01

as above

as above

as above

as above

as above

as above

as above

0 not applicable
1 Community Services
2 Counse'lling
3 Vol unteer Program
4 Administration
9 Not Known

(2 cols.)

I reproductive health
care (R.H"c.)

2 primary health care
(P.H.c. )

3 both R.H.C. & P.H.C.

Coding Instructions
(3 cols.)

year (2 co1 s. )

month (2 col s. )

first three diqits
(3 col s. )

;T RECENT VISIT: PRINCIPLE DIAGNOSIS

22

Code

T--?-:r
TT

rT-

E-9- m"

NT

TT

E
F
E

I5

16-

Í

ie

19



TAL # 0F R.H.C. DIAGNOSES (t'1AY 1, 1983 - APRIL 30, 1984) (2 coìs.)

TAL # 0F P.H.C. DIAGNoSES (MAy 1, 1983 - APRIL 30,1984) (2 cols.)

ECIFIC SERVICES RECEIVED BY CLIENTS:

FERTILITY CONTROL

CONTRACEPTIVE ADVICE 1 yes
2no

V.D. ASSESSMENT/TREATî4ENT 1 yes
2no

DEPRESS ION ASSESSMENT/TREATT{ENT 1 yes
2no

PRENATAL CARE 1 yes
2no

-2-
ST RECENT VISIT: # OF SECONDARY R.H.C. DIAGNOSES

ST RECENT VISIT: # 0F SECONDARY P.H.C. DIAGN0SES

C0ND MOST RECENT VISIT: # 0F R.H.C. DIAGNOSES

c0ND MOST RECENT VISIT: # 0F P.H.C. DIAGNOSES

EATING DISORDERS - ASSESSMENT/
TREATMENT/MON ITOR I NG

J CLIENT REFERRED OUTSIDE KLINIC FOR:

LAB TESTS

SPECIALIZED MEDICAL SERVICES

SOCIAL SERVICES

EALTH CLINIC
0, 1984

(2 co]s.)

(2 cols.)

(2 col s. )

(2 col s. )

1 yes
2no

I yes
2no

1 yes
2no

1 yes
2no

I yes
2no

yes
no

1

2

; CLIENT REFERRED TO I^'OMEN'
FROM MAY 1, 1983 . APRi

SH
L3

; CLIENT REFERRED TO OTHER PROGRAMS WITHIN KLINIC 1

2

3
4
5

ye
ye
no

s, COMM. SERVICES
s, C0UNSELLINc

knov¡n to C"S.
knou¡'n to Counselli-rtg

X

0 = NOT APPLICABLE
O = NfìT kNnlJN

N.B
46

N

T0-

v
3r

T
E

3ï

ït

gs'

T6-

TT

æ'

T9

tro

trf

4Z

43

4T

45'

TîÃ

EE



PRE-TEST

CLIENT SIIR\TEÏ

Instructlong

This surrTey ls part of a study ained at lnProv-ing the services
offered by the Medical Program aÈ Kl1nlc. FllLfng ouË this fo:m 1s
voluntary. Your ans!ûers are confidential and ¡¡111 remain anonyrous.
Your name will not appear an¡rhere on this form. Please ansvrer all
the questlons you can. Your ans¡¡ers are fmportant for the Program.

Questlons

I

2

IIo¡¡ old are you?

Do you Live fn the area? Yes ( )

What sex are you? Male ( )

No( )

3 Fenale ( )

4

5 the Medical Prograrn?

6. If you found ouÈ about it from someone else, what did thev tell you
about, the Program?

7. trttren you think of the Medlcal Program, what comes to ¡olnd?

8. When you thlnk of Kl1nic, what comes to nlnd?

9. Can you nanne soûe of the servlces you believe the Medical Progran
provldes ?

10. Can you narne some of the sen¡lces you thj.nk Klinfc provfdes?

11. Did you flnd 1t easy to approach the Medfcal Program the very first
tÍme? Yes( ) No( )

How did you get here today?

Itow dfd you ffnd out about

L2. If you dÍd not find it êÉlsyr why not?
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13. Do you usualiy see a Doctor when you vlsit the Medical Program?

Yes( ) No( )

L4. Do you usually see a Nurse Practitioner r¡hen you vlsit the Medical
Program? Yes( ) No( )

15. Ilave you seen both a Doctor and a Nurse Practltioner from the
Medical Program? Yes ( ) No ( )

16. Dld you know that you could mâke an appointment wÍth a particular
Doctor or Nurse PractÍtloner from the Medical Progran?

Yes( ) No( )

L7. If you have been seen by both a Doctor and a Nurse Practítioner, are
there any differences in the way you are treated by members of each
group? Yes( ) No( )

18. If so, what are those differences?

19.

20.

Have you ever used any other klnd of nedical service? Yes ( ) No ( )

If you have, nhat kind?

2I. Are the other service(s) dlfferent in any way from the Medical
Progran? Yes( ) No( )

22. If so, how are they different?

23" Have you ever been to see another Doctor or Nurse PractitÍoner?
yes( ) No( )

24. If you have, did they treat you any differently than you have been
treated by the Staff of the Medical Program? Yes ( ) No ( )

25. If yes, ln whaÈ way dld they treaË you differently?

26. Do you think that some people are rnore l1kely to use the Medlcal
Program than other people? Yes ( ) No ( )

27. If' yes, what types of people are most l1kely to use the Medical
Progran?

I{try do you thlnk that 1s?
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28. Do you see the Medical Progran as a progran mostly for local conmunity
resÍdents? Yes( ) No( )

29. I{trat do you like most about the Medical Prograur?

30. i{hat do you l1ke least, about the Program?

31. Does the Medical Progran Eeet your health needs? Yes ( ) No ( )

32. Wtrat other areas or problens would you llke to see the Medical Pro-
gram look at?

33. I{ould you use the Medical Progra.n agafn? Yes ( ) No ( )

34. Would you send a close frlend to the Medlcal Program? Yes ( ) No ( )

Pl-ease comment on this questÍonnaire. Dld you ffnd 1t:

too short ( )

too Long ( )

confusfng ( )

Just ffne ( )

Other coments:

If you would !!ke a copy of the results of thls survey, please write your
name and address beLow, tear ft off and hand it to anyone at the front desk.



MEDICAL PROGRAM

CLIENT SURVEY

LnstrucÈions

ltris surrrey is being conducted by a Masterts student for the MedicalProgran at Kl1nÍc. ltre purpose of'the survey fs Èo find out qrhat you thinkabout Ehe Program and the sen¡lces it offers. Fllling out this form isvolrnÈarT. In no !¡ay l¡ou1d your r:nwilllngness to fili out this foru affectthe services you receive from the Medical Program. Your ans¡¡ers are conff-dentlal and w111 remain ¿¡non)¡mour¡. Your name will noË appear an¡rhere onthis form. Please ¿rnswer all the guest,ions you c¿rn. ay- iitttng out Ehis
form you w111 be helpÍng us to better meet your health needs.

Ouest lons

I. How old are you?

2. How far away do you live fron Klinic? In blocks
In ulles

3. Wtrat sex are you? Male Female

6

4

5

ohr many Ëlmes have you visited Klinicrs MedÍcar progran ln the past
eat?

H

v

Are you seeing another doct,or or health practitloner outsÍde of Klinicat thi.s tíne? Yes No

lfhat servíces have you receÍved from Klinic's Medj.cal Progran in thepast year?

7. tltrat other services do you thÍnk the Medical program provides?

I I.Ihen you approached Klinic for the first
comfort,able

enbarrased

rela:red

scared

other

ÈÍme, did you feel:

9 The last time you came to Klinlcrs Medicar program did you see:
a Doctor

a Nurse PracËitioner
âm not sure



10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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Did you try Ëo get in to see the s¡rne person thi.s time? yes No

llould you lfke Èo be abre to see the same staff person each tfme youvisít the Medical program? yes No _
Do you usually drop in without an appointment? yes _ No _
rf you do, would you make an appointment if you knew thaÈ you could?Yes No

IIow long do you usually spend waiting to see a Doctor or a Nurse practltionerat KLinÍc?

15. Is that: t,oo long
0.K.

16. Do you see the Medical progr¡r¡ as:

- nostly for local conrmunity resídents
- a V.D. clinlc
- a place that teaches you how to take

care of yourself
- a cl1nic that uses rq¡inly student

doctors

- a place that takes an Ínterest Ín you
as a whole person

- a Birth Conrrol C1inic
- a place with a well trained Staff
- a famíly practice cli.nic

17. Have you ever used any other kind of nedical
a private Doctor or an emergency department?

service lfke another clinic,
Yes No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

18.

I9.

I,fhich of these other services have you used the most?

compare KllnÍcrs MedÍcar program to Ehe other service you say you haveused the most.

Is Klinicts Medical program:

more personal

more eapable

more carj.ng

more confidential
more available

less

less

less
less
less

personal

capable

carÍng
confÍdential
available

Èhe

the

the

Èhe

the

Yes

sâme

s¿rme

sâñe

same

same

20. Does KlinÍcts MedÍcar progrârn meet your health needs?

2L' would you send a crose friend to the Medical program?

No

Yes No
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Would you use the Medical program again? Yes22

23

No

Wtrat other health or ilLuess problens
should look at?

do you think the Medfcal program

24. Are there any health
the Medical Program?

educaÈion programs you feel should be offered by

Thank you for filling out this questÍonnaire. If you r¡ou1d like a copyof the results of this sur:rrey, please write your name and address below, t"ä,it off and hand it to ¿rnyone at the front desk.



T0: ì,IEDICAL PROGRAITI STAIF
FROM: LIIiIDA CAIÍPBELL

AS PART OF THE PROGRAÌÍ REVIEW CTIRREÌ.¡TLY BEING CoNDUCTED, TIIE STAFF
OF THE MEDICAI. PROGRAM AR3 BEING ASKED TO GIVE SOME TITOUGHT TO PROGRA¡,f

OBJECTIVES A¡{D DIRECTION. THIS EXERCISE IS TITE FIRST PART OF A T!,¡O PART
EXERCISE DESIGNED TO EELP THE PROGRA}I CLARISY ITS OB.JECTIVES FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING ABLE TO GI'AGE IlS EFFECTIVE.IESS IN THE FIJTURE.

YOUR II\DIVrDUAL AI.¡S!üERS TO THE QUESTIoNS BELOT^I I{ILL BE GRoUPED
TOGETHER A¡TD ST]MMARIZED. THE GROUPED RESPONSES I{ILL BE PRESEI{TED
FOR DISCUSSION IN A MEDICAL PROGRA}I I,fETTING IN AUGUST.

PLEASE A¡¡S!,¡ER THE qUESTIONS IN AS MUCH DETAIL AS POSSIBLE. I
I{ILL BE COLLECTING THE FORMS IN ONE f'rEEK T0 ENABLE ME TO ÀccREcATE THE
RESPONSES.

THANK YOU IN ADVA¡{CE FOR YOUR COOPERATION. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO
CONTACT ME AT 257-6337 IF YOU HAVE AI'IY QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS FORM
OR THE PROCESS IN GBIERAI..

QUESTIONS

1. Please list the current objectfves of the Medical Program.

2. Can you thlnk of how these objectives could be measured?
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Wtrat direcÈ1on do you think the Progra¡r should be taking?

4. Can you identlfy some specffic goals for the Progran?

a



APPENDIX B

FREQUENCIES - P.0.R. REVIil,J



CLIENT DATA RETRIEVAL PORI.I INFORI,IATION

EMPLOY LAEOR FORCE ATTÀCHHENT

VALUE LAEEL VÀLUE FREQUENCY PERCENT
VÀLID

PERCENT
cu,t

PERCENT

PULL-lIHE
PART-TIHE SEASONAL
T'NET,IPLOYED
UNPAID HOMEMAKER
FT'LL-TIME STI'DEI¡T
DI SÀ8LED
RETI RED
NO 9TORK ÀVA¡LABLE

VALID CÀSES 492

EDUC EDUCATION

VALI'E LABEL

NONE
GRADES I-4
GRADES 5-8
GRADES 9-I2
TECHNICAL TRAINING
UNIVERSITV

vAtID C^SES 562

1

2
3
I
5
6
7
I
9

E9.
70.
74.
95.
97.
98.

3.0
2l"l
2"2
1.0
1.5

5
{
5
4
5
7
I
3
0

9.
16.
2"

15.
t"

t.
l.
5.

60.
6.

25"

I
2
3
4
5
6
9

186
59

t04
l5

104
t1

5
I

t39

37.8
12 "0
21 .1

3729

100t
22

I
I
9
0
I
4
4
0

MI SSING

TOTÀL

HISSTNG CÀSES

1 00.0 1 00.0

VÀLI D
PERCENT

1.0
t.0
r.9

53. 7
6"0

22 "5r0"9 HT SSING

63r

139

VÀLUE FREQUENCY PERCENT
cuÈl

PERCENT

6
6

3l
339

38
142
69

74.
100.

I
2
7

I
I
7
0
7
0

58.

TOTAL

r'rlss¡Nc cÀsEs

100.0 100"0631

69



CLIETIT DAlÂ RETR¡BVAL TOR}I ¡NFORHATION

LIVTNGÀN L¡VTNG ÀRRANGEI,'EVTS

VALUE LAEEL VÀLUE SREQUENCT PERCENT

Il,ll,lEDIAlE PÀt{¡Lf
PTTI{ OTI{ER REL
TIIT¡{ FRI EHDS
BOARDING
ÀLONE

I
2
3
{
5
9

264
23
69
32

117
126

I
6
9
I
5
0

{t
3

t0
5

18
20

52 3
6
7
3
2

{.
13.
b.

23.

îOTAL

MISSING CASES

I 00.0 I 00.0

VALI D
PERCENT PERCENT

631

126

VÀLID
PERCENT

ftll SSI NG

ctttf
PERCENT

52.3
56.8
70"5
76.8

100.0

CUH
PERCENl

VALID CASES 505

VISITI NUI,'BER OP VISI?S TO I,t.P.

VÀLUE LAEEL VALUE FREQUE¡ICY

0
I
2
3
I
5
6
7
I
9

l0
11
12
l3
lr
t5
t6
l7
t8
t9
20
21
22
2l
26
z7
28
3{
37
{t

I
I t9
1t8
96
61
r8
43
33
22
22
t4
I

ll
5
3
2
2
3
3
{
2
2
I
2
I
I
t
I
I
t

.2.
r8.9
18. 7
15.2
9.7
7.6
6.8
5.2
3"5
3.5
2"2
t.3
1.7
.8
.5
.3
.3
.5.
.5
.6
.3
.3
.2
.3
.¿
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

"218.9
18. 7
15.2
9.7
7.6
6.8
5.2
3.5
3"s
2.2
t.3
1"7
.8
.Þ
.3
"3

.5

.6

.3

.3

.2

.3

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2
t9.0
37 "7
52 "9
62 .6
70.2
77.0
82.3
85. 7
89.2
9t.{
92 "7
94. 5
95 "295"7
95.0
96. {
96.8
97.3
97.9
98"3
98.5
98.7
99.0
99 "2
99"4
99. s
99 "799"8

100"0

TOTAL 63 t t 00.0 1 00. 0

tllSS¡Nc CASES 0
vALrD cÀsEs 63t



CLIEIf,T DATA RETRIEVAL FOR¡I ¡NFOR¡IIÀTICN

RELAT¡ON CURRENT RELATTONSIIIP STATUS

VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCE}Íî

I,fARRf ED
SEPARATED
DTVORCED
WIDOÍ{ED
LIVII¡G ÀS I,IARRIED
NEVER T,TARRI ED

58
t5
29

t0. I
18.s
23.7
25.3
33. 9

100.0

vÀLrD cÀsEs 559

TOlÀL

HISSING CASES

VAL¡D
PERCENl

HI SSING

53t 100.0 100.0

73

ct r,l
PERCEH?

9.2
7.1
{.5
l"{
7"6

58. s
11.6

{
I
2
6
6
I

l0
I
5
1

8
66

9
t8

369
73

I
2
3
a
5
6
9

KIDS

VALUE LAEEL

YES
NO

VÀLID CÀSES 479

DEPENDENT CHI LDREN AT I{OI,IE

VÀLUE FREQUENCY PERCENT
VALT D

PERCENT

20.5
79. s

HI SSI NG

ctttl
PEREENT

I
2
9

98
380
153

t5.5
60.2
24.2

20"5
100.0

TO?ÀL

tIISS¡Nc C^SES

1 00.0 I 00.0631

1s3

DEGREE CERTIFICATION

VALUE T.ÀBEL

NONE
HIGH SCHOOL
ÎRADES PAPERS
TEC¡! oR voc
UNIVERSITY
PROFESS CERTIF¡CÂT

VAL¡D CASES 462

VÀLUE FREQUENCY
VÀLI D

PERCENT PERCENT

I 00.0 I 00.0

Cttl¡l
PERCENT

1

2
3
{
5
6
9

l8{
157
l4
34
52
2l

169

39.8
73.8
76.8
et.2
95"s

I 00.0

39.8
34.0
3.0
7 "l11.3
f"5

29.2
2E.9
2.2
5"r
8"2
3"3

26"8 ï::1I:
finÀL

t{tss¡NG CASES

63r

t69



APPENDIX C

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE DIAGNOSIS



The following diagnoses were derived from a review of all the diagnoses

appearing in the Medical Program Log from January to May 1984. Lists of reproduc-
tive health care related diagnoses and primary health care diagnoses which were

developed during this Log Review were modified in consultation with Program mana-

gement to produce the list below.

Not all reproductive health care diagnoses appear on this list. Individual
d'iagnoses were assessed on a case by case basis in certa'in instances. A "sore",
for example, was interpreted in terms of the medical p]an and laboratory tests
associated with it.

DIAGNOSIS AND/OR ABBREVIATiON

Amenorrhea

amniotic fluid ìeakage

atrophic vagine

atypical pap

Balanitis
BCP

BCP adv'ice, contraceptive advice

BCP check

BCP - morning after pill
Cand'idiasis

Cervical Cap fit/check
Cervicitis
Chìamydia

CPE for birth control
CPE and pap

Condylomata (penile and vaginal onìy)
Crabs (pub'ic I ice)
Di aphram fitting
Dysmenorrhea

erection fai I ure



fal se I abor

fal se pregnancy test
FU Di aphram

FU epesiotomy infection
FU se]f exam (FU breast exam)

GC contact, syphillis contact

GC follow-up, GC and Cx fol]ow-uP

GC screen (V.0. screen, check, repeat VDRL

G. vag., G. vag. follow-up
Herpes

Impotence

Inferti ì i ty
Irreg menses

IUCD insertion
IUD FU, IUD expuìsion
'lesions (peni le, geni tal , l abi a only)
M i scarri age, i ncomp'lete S/A

multiple miscarriages
pelvic and pap, peìvic exam

Pregnancy, pregnancy test
premature ejaculation
Premenstrual Syndrome

post partum exam, 6 week check

p renat a'l

R.H. factor
rubelIa in¡nunization (for adult women)

s pott i ng

S.T.D

S¡ph'iì 1i s

T.A. referral, work-up, follow-uP

Vag'init'is, vaginaì infection, vaginal bleeding

V. D.

warts (vagina'l and peni le)
yeast infection



APPENDIX D

COMPARISON OF CATCHMENT AREA SUBSAMPLE

TO TOTAL CLIENT SAMPLE



FREQUENCI ES

Catchment Area Subsample and Total Samp'le

Study Variable Frequencies -
Catchment Area

Average (mean) age category
Sex: Male

Fema]e

I abor force attachment
employed ful l/part time
unempìoyed
ful I time student
disabled
reti red

educat i on
grades 5-8
technical trainìng and
uni versity

current relationship status
'l 'i v i ng as marri ed
never married

certification
none
prof ess'ional certif ication

ì iving arrangements
inrned'iate f ami'ly
with frients or re]atives
boardi ng
a'lone

How client heard of Klinic
f ri end or re'l at i ve
publ ic rel ations

t{hy cì i ent came to Kl i ni c
confi dent i al i ty
'l ocati on

Average (mean) number
of visits to program

Most recent visit
pri nc'ip'le di agnos i s
reporductive health care
primary health care

28
36
62

.6%

.91

43"3f
25.2%
Ls "71
4.7%
3.9f

10.8f

27.0%

L2"L%
58.4Í

44.5%
2.5%

32.3%
26.L%
L2"3%
29.2%

69.4%
11.6%

L0.4%
23.91

5.9

42.9%
53"1f

Frequencies -
Totaì Samp'le

27
29.41
7L.s%

8Í

.L%
ad.C/þ

.0%

5. s%

32.t%

8.6%
66r1U

39.8%
4.5%

52.3%
18.3Í
6.3%

23.2%

60.5f
4.8%

20.0%
L2.2%

4.8

56. 3%

40.1%

49
2L
2L

?
I

.1Í



:l

StuQt Variable

Second most recent visit
numbers of primarY heaìth
care diagnosis

no primary health care
diagnosis
1 primary heaJth care
di agnosi s

Average (mean) nr,rnber of
reproductive health care
diagnosis

Average (mean) number of
primary health care
diagnosis

Veneral disease assessment/
treatment

I ab tests

Known to CormunitY Serv'ice

Frequencies -
Catchrent Area

53.lf

39.4%

2.9

4.4

60.0%

81.7%

4.6%

F?equenci.es -
Total Sarç1e

59 "7%

31.9%

2.9

3.t

68.6%

84.8%

L.g%



APPENDIX B

UTILIZATION ENHANCEI,ÍENT CHECKLIST



UTILIZATION TNHANCEMINÏ CI{ICKL ISTI

0irections: There are fifty items listed below which focus on self-analysis,

understanding the organizational context, planning and evaluatíon' the evaluation

process, and conrnunication. You may wish to rephrase some of the items to fit

your particuìar situation or to add items. The checklist can serve as a guideline

as you conduct an evaluation or as a self-examination after you complete an

evaluation. To serve these multiple purposes, all items are written in the

present tense.

A. Determining the Evaluator's Role

l. Assess ìevel of personal congruence with the program's generaì goaìs

and consider withdrawing if the incongruity may result in unnecessary

confl i cts.

2. Determine extent of personal conmitment to the importance of conducting

an evaluation of this Program'

3. Analyze degree to which.personal vaìues and opinions about the program

are publicly advocated by the evaluator'

4. Determine appropriate share of the responsibility for utilization'

5. Specify acitivities related to an educational role as well as a data-

gatheri ng , i nformati on-provi di ng ro'le;

6. Make sure that consulting skills are sufficient to meet the demands

andcomplexitiesoftheevaluationfortheprogram.

7. Ensure that sufficient technical skills, time resources' and personneì

are availabìe to conduct a utilization-focused evaluation'

B. Establish congruence between personal role perception (data-gatherer,

consultant,expert'recofmnender,changeagent)andaudienceexpectat.ions.

9. Determine wiìlìngness to spend tirne with program staff in activities that

are not directly related to the evaìuation (for instance' informal lunches)'

.l0. Establish a sense of credibility and trust with the program director'

staff, and other audiences

rownr R., & BraskamP, L. SunntarY:

onmon themes and a checklist' In L'
ì From B

c
U ti I ization of e

Braskarnp & R. Brown lfOs. ) '
San Franc i sco: JosseY-Bass ,

I 980.
valuati ve infonnation.



B Underst,anding tlre 0rganizational Context

l. 0btain and study the organizational chart.

2. tdentify the names of key people within and outside the organization.

3. Identify the decision makers and potentiaì users of evaìuation

information within and outside the organization.

4. Understand the policy-making process of the organization.

5. Determine which decisions and policies are made as ¡ resuìt of the

eva I ua ti on.

6. Know when decisions are made"

7. Determine which staff and other users should be consulted as the

evaluation is pìanned and conducted.

B. Determine whether the sponsor of the evaluation is committed to the

evaluation activity and uses evaìuative information.

9. Determine the information sources and channels within the organization.

ì0. Trace the path and impact of previous evaluations in the same setting
and determine how this affects this evaìuation.

Planning the Evaluation

ì. Make sure there is clear understanding of the evaluation role
(that is, formative or sunrnative).

2. Set up specific sessions in which the evaluation pìan and its imple-

mentations are discussed with key persons.

3. Assess the implications of decisions based on the evaluatfon that
affect personnel.

4. Assess the pol iticaì impìications of various evaluatjon find'ings.

5. Determine the I ikeìy sources of resistance to positive evaìuation

resul ts.

6. Determine the likely sources of resistance to negative evaluation
resul ts.

7 " Deternrine the freedrlrrr to provide evaìt¡ative inforrnation to various

audiences 
"

c



D

8. Determine strategies for deal in9 wi th potential confl ict and tension

betweenprogramdirector/staffandevaìuator.

9. gesign an. eval uati on pl an that wi ì I have techni cal credi bi I i ty and

provide needcd information'

ì0. Establish a mutual probìem-soìvin9 approach with the program personnel

and decision makers-

Conducting the Evaìuation

l. Make sure that everyone understands the purpose of the evaluation'

2. Involve key personnel in determining the purposes, íssues, and generaì

evaluation strategi es.

3. Involve representatives of potentiaìty affected groups in making

decisions about instrumentation and data sources.

4. Be accessible to program staff during the evaluation to learn of and

shar.e perspectives from which each is interpreting the information'

5. Coìlect data from multiple sources'

6. Make sure the data col'lection instruments and procedures are under-

standable and relevant

7" Have informal as we'll as formal meetings with key persons'

8. Maintain a mutual problem-solving relationship with staff and

administrators throughout the evaluat'ion'

9" Colìect information needed, but onìy that'
.l0. 

Adapt the evaluation plan to meet changing information needs"

Conrmunicating the Evaluative Information

ì. Make periodic informal reports or presentations'

z, Ask program staff, especia'lìy those most affected, to assist jn

interPret'ing the f indings '

3. Communiçate maJor fr.ndings when available anc considered appropriate;

donotwaitforthefonnalreportdeadlines.

E



4. Share rough drafts or preìiminary thoughts with key persons before

making a finaì Presentation'

5. Hrite different report,s for different audiences.

6.Makepresentationsunderstandableandeasytofolìow.

7. Link presentation to key issues and decisions.

8. Make sure that atl audiences rec,eive the evaìuative information in

sufficient time prior to key decision-making events.

9. Keep written rePorts brief'
.l0. 

Use several media (slides, charts) when making formal presentat'ions"

Score Interpretation. Here are some rough guidelines for interpreting the

results of your ana]ysis. Aìlow two point,s for each question answered positiveìy

25 or less Don't expect much to happen as a result of your efforts'

Most]ikeìyyourinformationwi]ìbeígnoredorgatherdust
on a sheìf somewhere-

26 -50 You may be called back later to do another evaluation' but

don,t count on it. Perhaps you might get a pubìication from

your efforts, but the world won't change'

5t-75 Somebody may actually do something different as a resuìt of

the evaluation, especiaìly if it reinforces what they were

already thinking.

76-100 Be carefull You may be so effective that someone may have

you earmarked to be an administrator, even though you have no

desire to be one.




